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Six Wero Killed and One Injured In Fall of Cage In an
nois Mine After an Explosion
Had Occurred.

Illi-

demands are not granted.
"I can
hardly conceive of our employes lonv-luour service," he said, "without
today U tho mills of the Maukeag
Steam Cotton company, of this city. giving me due notice."
The increase will apply to l.&ito emCAGE FALLS, CARRYING
ployes.
SIX MEN DOWN TO DEATH.
MEN CANNOT WORK, AS
Carlyle, III., Dec. 22 K cage In the
NO CARS TO SHIP COAL. Breeze Trenton
Mining company's
Scranton, Kan., Dec. 22. All the shaft, ten miles west of here, dropped
coal mines here are closed because 'early today, killing six and Injuring
The dead: William Schaffner,
there are no empty cars to haul away 'one.
Schleter, Henry Mittege,
the fuel. This Is causing great hard- Herman
,U,.lt-.n.
4 ..
IT.i uin
ship among the miners who are out
iiwiiiutiti, i i nui l"1nVHn
vinii , nu
An explosion occurred
of work. Orders for coal are pouring gust FopK.
the
in evtry day. There is promise by in the mine and immediately
the Santa Fe that a large numlier of cage, fU, burying all in the debris
at the bottom of tho shaft.
cars will be sent in next week.
Later Statements Received.
PENNSYLVANIA HAS NOT
St. Louis, Dec. 22. One is known
RECEIVED MEN'S ULTIMATUM. to be dead and five are supposed to
22. Ceneral be. The
Dec.
Philadelphia,
known dead is August
Manager Atterbury of the Pennsyl- Foppe. The rest of the list are supvania Railroad conij any, to whom the posed to be dead.
labor disputes affecting the company
It is believed that five of the mln-- :
must 1)C Bubmitted for final decision, ers were drowned In the sump at tho
said today that he had not received bottom of the shaft, if they were not
an ultimatum from the yardmen em- killed in the fall of the elevator. The
ployed by hie company at Jersey City, sump in this mine contained about
who threaten to go on strike if their fifteen feet of water.

Sal m, Abies., Dec. 22. An increase
of 6 per cent in wages was announced
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"

WIFE;" WILL QUESTIONED

TO

Chicago, Dec. 22. Nicholas De Kay
lan, who, in the guise of a man, ccted
as Baron Schlippenbach's secretary in
the Russian consulate for thirteen
years, and after death at Phoenix,
Ariz., proved to be a woman, maintained bank accounts in three Chicago tanks under three different
names. Why the little Russlaa clerk
thought it necessary to keep money
under tbree names Is not known.
Investigation Into the dual existence
of Do Jtaylaa has shown the lifo of
the worn who married two women to
have licen a mystery from the beginning and her character one of the
most remarkable psychological enigma in Chicago's history.
legal phase came to the
A pus-lisurface today as the outgrowth of eD
Raylan's marriage to he last wife,
who bow lives 'here.
la balf a dozen wills Dr. Raylon be

queathed her his estate, which com
prised considerable money, diamonds
and personal effects to "my wife."
lawyers now raise the point whether
a woman can have a wife and wheth
er, therefore. De Raylan'B wills will
lie held valid by
court. Recogni.iag
the seriousness of this point, Mrs. De
Kaylan has retained counsel to pro-- I
feet her interests.
Baron Schllppenbach's investigation
of the career of his former clerk has
brought out the fact that Do Rayian
until eighteen years old attended a
fashionable girls' boarding school in
Moscow.
De Rayian then had maul-- j
fested no ambition to be a man and
was a girl in outward guise nd every
other respect. Her family is said to
le of gentle blood and some of her
relatives are to have- - held liigh posi
tions under the government of the
czar.
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AVENUE

While walking on West Railroad
avenue last tvtning about 6:30
o'clock going home from work at the
Imperial laundry, Mrs. K. Creason of
North Fourth street, was approached
in front of a vacant lot next to the
wholesale liquor btore or Stern, Sch-los& Co., by a negro, who grabld
her aim and snatched a band satchel
from her hand. The thief then fled,
running through tho vacant lot a:id to
ward the red light district.
Mrs. Cre?on screamed, but as no
WORKS SHUT
one came to her assistance she bur-riehome-- .
The satchel coutalned
only
a
small change and some
little
I
HAVE NO COAL letters of Utile
value.

Mrs. Charles Webb, of the Summer
Garden, was arrested yesterday veiling, charged with selling liquor to
of the Albuquerque Indian
school. Preliminary hearing of the
e
case waa et for Monday morning
United States Commissioner H.
Mrs. Webb gave bond
R. Waiting.
for ber appearance.

WATER

SNATCHES PURSE
ON RAILROAD

APPEARANCE:

s

MELBA SAILS
FOR THIS COUNTRY.
London . lVc. 22. Madam Melba
mailed from here today for New York,
where she will appear in the ManhatMADAM

The
Carlsbad.
4 local waterworks system Is shut
a uowa oa uccount of the lack of
coal. The eutire city is without
wutxr. The coal famine has
The
reut-e- d
an acute stage.
Pccoa Vallev railway has but two
three
!oua tf coal to ope rate
irwus. Unless relief U will have
mediately the railroad
to -t- op- all of lis trains
N. M.. Dec. 22.

ld

St. IjouU, Dec. 22. C. A. Prouty.
member of the interstate commerce
commission, who had been conducting
an Investigation into the freight car
passed through
shortage situation,
here today en route from Kansas City
to Washington. He stated that the
commission will meet within the next
few days at Washington and recommend to congress some legislation for
the relief of shippers who have leen
suffering from car shortage condi
tions. "The damage to the grain ami
cattle shippers in the west and south
west, especially in Texas and Okla
homa, cannot be estimated," ho said.
Active and stringent methods will
have to be adopted at once to relieve
the situation."

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 22. Delegate Andrews today called at the
white house, where he introduced to
the president. Editor Allen Bird, of
the Nogales, Ariz., Oasis, and Mr.
Shepherd, of the some Arizona town.
Delegate Andrews Is a very busy
man these days, his calls being almost dally at the departments of
state, postofflce, Interior and others,
where bo goes on important business
for New Mexico.

little lame boy used to live In a house
I took him some turkey, and cookies, nnd toys.
That Sar.ta Claus passed by
And it made him so glad that he cried,
When he hurried through here on his Journey last year. And all day I kept thinking of lame little Ikivs,
And I often have wondered why;
And felt kind of choky Inside.
For the little lame bry had no fatheT, you know,
But I dreamed tho most beautiful dream that night
And his face was
thin and so white
About a bright angel that came
That tho saint, I should think, would have wanted to go
And sat on my bed, and was elresse'd all In white,
To pay him a visit ihat night.
And sang of a. boy who was lame.

A

OFFICIALS MUST EAT,
REGARDLESS OF TIE-UP- .
New York, Dee. 22. Whether there
will be a general tie-u- p
of Christmas
freight In the yards of eight big rail
roads possessing terminals in
and Jersey City, is dependent
upon the conference which was held
today at the offices of the Central
Railroad of New Jersey, in this city.
The eight roads concerned are the
Pennsylvania, the Erie, the Lehigh
Valley, the Central of New Jersey,
the Long Island, the Baltimore &
and Staten Is
Ohio, the
The yardmen
land Rapid Transit.
employed on these roads gave the
managers until today to grant an in
The
crease of five cents an hour.
railroad officials offered four cents
During the afternoon all Indications
pointed to a prolonged session of the
eonteienco. A messenger was r.cnt
out about 1:3" to order a luncheon
brought into the conference chamber.

When

I looked at the gifts
that old Santa had brought
was never so proud or so glad ;
But whenever I thought of the boy he forgot
It somehow kept making me sad;
For the little lame boy WB3 h good little boy,
And I couldn't help 'wondering why,
If the ones Ihat are best deserve more than the .
Good Santa Claus passed him by.

I

RIDER

tan opera house. Her autumn season
of Italian opera and Covent Garden,
was the most successful during her
before sailing
career. Interviewed
she announced that she was In capital voice and anticipated that her appearance iu America would be a

STANDARD OIL AGAIN
MAKES TECHNICAL PLEA.
Topeka, Kan., Dec. 22. The Stand
ard Oil objects to the request of the
state in the recent suit filed, that they
be ousted from doing business
in
Kansas. In the supreme court today
.1.
B. T. Cutes, attorney for the
Standard Oil Companay of New Jersey, the Pacific Oil and Gas company,
nnd the Standard Oil company of
Kansas, filed a demurrer to the state's
petition.
declare
The defendants
that there Is a nilsjolner of several
causes of action.

The little lame boy isn't here any more,
And I think that up in the sky
The Santa Claus there will always take care
To not go passing him by;
And all of tho toys that a boy's ever had
Wouldn't make me so glad as the thought
That I made the poor little lame boy glad
Wlien Santa, somehow, forgot.

HAS CAPTAIN SHOT BY NEGRO COUNT

IS SHOT

ALEXIS

PROHIBITION PARTY LACK
EIGHT VOTES TO GET ON
Concord, N. H., Dec.
votes are lacking: to place the prohibition party upon the regular ballot at
result
the next state election; -of the Inspection of the ballots In the
recent gubernatorial contest, Rev. Edmund Tetley, prohibition candidate,
gained 171 votes but this is-- not quite
enough to give the party the necessary
three per ceut of the vote cast.
A-,a
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IS
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VERY LOW

T
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BUSINESS

MEN WEIGH
OUT FUFL TO PEOPLE.
Minneapolis. Dec. 22. Dispatches
from Berwick. N. IX, say that the citizens and farmers of the nearby coun-

Has Private Business He Pre- Thinks the Assassin One of Mother and Three Children
fers to Being CommisRecently Discharged
Are Cremated In Burning
sioner of Land Office.
Black Troops.
of Their Home.

try yesterday helped themselves to
ten tons of coal from a train which
was stalled on the village Biding. The
bankers and other business men joinCAPTAIN
ed in the distribution, all the coal CAIN OF ROCK ISLAND
being weighed and charged to the
GOES TO THE D. & K. C.
OF KANSAS CITY BISHOP
recipients, who are to pay the railroad company for it.
Washington, Dec. 22 Capt. John
Kl Keno, Dec. 22. Captain Iidgar
BANQUET INSTEAD OF
v.. tjacK)
w ho
was
;f company V, Twenly-- j
in B. Macklin,
CHRISTMAS TREE. Roosevelt's urtfnwuy,
regiment of rough riders. eighth infantry, who was shot at his
Augusta, Oa., Dtc. 22. Instead of has declined the liositio.
of coiumis-- home here last night, was conscious
the usual Christmas tree, which was sioner of thd general lan office, soon this morning
and his physicians have
always a source of merriment and to lie vacated bv Comml
Rich-rehopes that he will recover. There is
enjoyment to the members of the ards. Greenwny was eiffe ssioner
assassin,
the posi-h- no trace of tho would-bAugusta Cotton Kxchange and Board lion some time ago by t
president. ' who is
to be one of the negro
of Trade, there was a sumptuous but because of private business was soldiers believed
recently discharged by order
banquet in the Bon Air hotel last unable to accept.
of Presidi nt Kewsevelt.
Saul Bar-- ;
night whf n there was a full attendtell, a detective, arrived here early
The banquet CAIN OF ROCK ISLAND
ance of members.
today
from Oklahoma City with!
marks the closing of the old calendar
GOES TO THE D. A R. G. bloodhounds, which were placed upon
year in the cotton world in this state
.
........ i
s
i
i
ii
iinni.n
Topeka, Kan., Dec. 22. 1). K. Cain,
Bttya iiu iv
mttiituu
and from the trend of the addresses general manager of the southwestern nun.
was
positive
who
man
him.
shot
the
delivered It appears that while re- lines of the Kock Island, has been a negro. lie says he knows no cause
ceipts and business have not been so appointed assistant vice
president In for the assaudt.
great this season as in some years charge
operations tf the Denpast, still the record was erne to be ver & ofRiotheGrande,
Januof Bishop.
this state well up ary 1.
proud of and
Kansas City, Dec. 22. Capt. Edgar
to the front in the markets of the
II. Mackliu is a son In law of Bisaop
world.
OREGON WHEAT FOR
K. Ii. Atwill, or the Episcopal church
CHINA AND JAPAN. of this city.
Portland, Ore., Dep. 22. Wheat and
HER ARRANT SPOUSE
flour are now being largely shipped NATIONAL DAIRY
from here to China and Japan. OrCONGRESS FOR 1907.
GETS THIRTY DAYS ders are leliig dally received and the
22. The National
Dec.
Rotterdam,
new trade promises to assume Im- Dairy congress which
will be held In
mense propertlons.
Owing to the
the Hague in June, has received full
crop
southsea
of
In
failure
the
Black
MRS. URBANO
SANCHEZ COM
by her Majesty the Queen,
ern Russia grain is also being shipped recognition
PLAINS AGAIN ABOUT HER
who is taking a great interest in its
Kngland.
from
here
The
to
Iverna
HUSBAND'S BRUTALITY.
Among the subjects to be
left today with 2.50 tons of wheat for success.
discussed are the unification of
IJverpool.
Urbauo Sanchez., a native, whose
chemical methods for the examination
first name is not suggestive of the way COST OF LIVING INof milk, butter and cheese, and of
he treats bis wife, was given thirty
milk, butter and cheese control. Ex-- !
CONSIDERABLY
CREASED
days in the county jail this morning
22. Statistics, pre- perts from all nrts of the world will
Dec.
Boston,
asby Judge Crawford m a charge of
pared by a well known expert, will be pr sent.
saulting bis wife.
be published In pain) hint form tomorSanchez is a young man. According row showing the cause and effect of SCOTCH GIRL SECREto the police, his acquaintance with tlie increased cost eif living.' The
TARY LABOR UNION.
Joha Barleycorn Is more Intimate than high water mark was reached on the
22. Miss Mary II.
Dec.
Boston.
his friendship for work. The police first few days of this month when
of London, will arrive here in
records show that bo has been up be- it increased from 10U to 108.77, but in
Interest of women's
fore Judge Crawford on numerous oc- San Kranclseo and some cities on the a few days in the Miss
Is
McArthur
trades unions.
casions and invariably the same story Pacific coast, the advance is greatly secretary
of tho Women's Trade
would be toUl about how he get in- In excess
figures.
price
these
The
Tnlon League, an organization of
toxicated and assaulted his better half of food is tf
now calculated to be much British women wage workers
who Is e frail woman.
higher than at any time since 8s4.
over 135,44 1 and growing rapha be a
Heretofore Sane-heidly. She will speak in the principal
eift light, the usuol five days for liecities in the states.
ing drunk being assessed against him.
TO DEATH IN
The last time Sanchez was arraigned BORNEO
Judge Crawford admonished him not
to let it occur again, if he did the P"n"
ishment would be more severe tnaa
MOLTEN LEAD
it has been in the Ifct.
This morning the court was as good
as its word and Mrs. Sanchez, who
appeared against her husband, was
1 1
1 1
given an opportunity to relate oaly a
to The Evening Citizen.
art of In r story about bow he abused 4 Special
Carlsbad. N. M., Dec. 22. As
her, used proline language before tho
result of burns received two
children and refused to t her go to t awevks
ago from molten lead,
work, causing the woman to lose her
Buelah, the 7 year-oldaughter of '
situation.
Judge John
22
Kansas City,
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Brown,
I'll just send you to the county
F. Philips, in the I'nited States dispassed away here last cveln in
jail for thirty days to thiak it over." 4 great
agony.
trict court here, this morning grant-- '
when
the magistrate,
interrupted
ed a writ of habeas corpus in the
The child received her injuries
Sanchez at tempted to e xplain.
case of Mrs. Agnes Myers, In Jail at
while playing in tht street l.i
Liberty, M ., on sentence of execution
front of her lather's home. WorkSixty Days for Perkins.
.liinuary 1", for tlie murder of her
John Perkins, the negro youth, who 4 men were laying water mains
husband. The sheriff at Uberty was
and were Using hot lead to ioint
stole a bicycle from an employe of
liipes.
Tho kettle contain- - 'ordered to produce Mrs. Myers In
the American LumU-- company, plead- 4 the
court at Kans;is City on December
ed guilty this morning and was given 4 ing the metal tipped over the
lit. Governor Folk has been quoted
ehild.
sixty days In the-- county jail for the
us siyiri: that lie would no longer in
offense in Jiulfc'o Crawford's court.
SON-IN-LA-

1

e

Son-ln-La-

Kvcn the men who are in favor of
tariff revision admit that the time has
now gone by when it can be safely
undertaken from a political point of
view. If the tariff were to be revised
at all, it should have been done at
the long session of the present con
gress. In that way conditions could
have bees adjusted to the new rate3
long before the next presidential
elevtion, nnd there could be no question at that coming time whether
a change In the tariff would be good
or bad.

.

New Hampshire Prohibition Lacks
Eight Votes of Getting on
Regular State Ballot.

ke-e'-

:h.cago, IK'C. 22. A dispatch to the
Tribune from Washington says:
In spite of the vigorous protests by
tho agricultural Implement men of
the wcrt and the shoe and leather
manufacturers of the east, there will
be no step taken towards tariff revis-- i
ion during the life of the present or,
next congre-esIt may be that Prcsl- dent dloosevelt next year will think
it wise to refer to the tariff revision,
sentiment, but there is not the slightest chance of any attempt by the present congress to change the existing
schedules.

JECHNICALITIES

Dakota People Seize Train and
Take Ten Cars of Coal Whicli
They Will Pay For.

New-Yor-

WOMAN LEFT LARGE ESTATE

oTlAWYERS

num-lerlu-

1

g

.

-

g

BIC CATHOLIC SCHOOL

DESTROYED

IN CHICAGO

Tavr,
22. Count
Russia, Dee.
Alexis Ignatieff, member of the coungensel ef the empire and
eral of Kiev, was shot today and killed
by an unknown man, who fired several bullets into his victim's body. Ho
attempted to
but was seized
and ii now in custody.
ONLY THE FRAGMENTS OF
THE BODIES WERE. FOUND.
Now York, Dec. 22. Mrs.
Alice

PAROCHIAL SCHOOL BURNS
WITH LOSS OF $250,000.
Chicago, Dec. 22. A fire early tothe St.
day practically destroyed
Stanislaus parochial school at Noble
The building
and Bradley streets.
was a seven story brick structure and
the school was attended by approximately 4,000 day pupils, mostly of
Polish parentage. Not one of these
children was in the building at the
time of the outbreak of the fire.
Nearly 100 sisters in charge of the
school work had apartments on the
The loss
top floor, but all escaped.
Is estimated at 2u0,000.
GREAT DESTITUTION
IN POLAND, RUSSIA.
Warsaw. Dec. 22. It Is now estimated that by the closing down of tno
factories at Lody 42,000 persons are
A large
on the verge of starvation.
deputation waited on the governor to
seek relief and he announoed that in
a short time the factories would bo
reopened but in the meantime provisional relief would be granted.
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COURSE ASKED BY JUSTICE

le--
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t
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terfere wiih the death penalty of cither Mrs. Myers or Frank Ilottnrjn, her

accomplice In crim, who also is
They have
under sentence of death.
already been reprieved four times
Mrs. Myers' attorneys asked for a
writ of habeas corpus, the granting
of which means tempoiary further
of execution, on the ground
that tho county court which tried
and convicted her h'ld no Jurisdiction
In the case.

587,884

CLIFF COAL CO. AND
STEPHEN CANOVAN NAMED
AS DEFENDANTS.

ROCKY

Mf Kinley county court has become
the arena of another suit Involving
coal and coal land, which is second in
magnitude only to the famous suit of
a year ago, when tho Caledonia Coal
company sued the Santa Fe and allied
corporations for J450.000, and promises to rival the latter suit In interest.
The Caledonia Coal company is the
plaintiff in this suit also. The defendants named are the Rocky Cliff
company and Stephen Canovan. The
plaintiff alleges that the defendants
lii.ve been mining coal on land belonging t it, and asks for damages In
the sum of $87,884.
District Attorney Clancy filed tho
suit. E. W. Dobsoa appears for the
defendants. The land in question is
located about three miles from the
town of Gallitp.

Linen McWhltney and three children
were burned to death in a fire which
destroyeel their home at Compton
Neighlake, N. J., this morning.
bors found Mrs. McWfoitney standing
at a window crying for help, but before a ladder could be procured she
fell, overcome by the flames. A portion of her body and a fragment of CAUSE OF EARLY
one of the bodLes of her children
were found In the cellar.

LAW FURTHER DELAYS THE

V

SUES FOR

BLAZE

'

DEFECTIVE
DECIDE
LINEMEN
ELECTRIC WIRING IS NOT
RESPONSBLE FOR FIRE
The cause of a blaze which threatened for a time to destroy the Bchen-Helbuilding on Third street lietween
Railroad and Gold avenues at an arly
hour this morning, is a mystery.
night it ,wa thought that defective
electric wiring caused the fire but tills
morning linemen made an investigation and decided that this is a mistaken theory,
Tho fire started In the wall
N. Boss's Jewelry and filigree establishment and a room in the rear of
the store where Mr. Ross abides,
where au electric meter was placed
between the walls.
The damage to the building will
probably not exce"d 125. Tlie loss
will lie definitely determined today by
au insurance c.ppralser, it being fully
covered by polick's.
The lower floor of the building is.
occupied by Mr. Ross's Jewelry store,
tiie office of Justlco of the Peate
George Craig and the offleo and rooms
of N C. Netlleton.
The fire started about 2 o'clock this
morning and but for tho prompt response of the fire department,
the
building would have been consumed.
Inmates of Mrs. Ortiz's rooming
house on the second floor were greatly alarmed over the fire, a number
of whom appeared In the street hslf
.
Some difficulty was experienced In wakiag several of the roomers ami the leaping H.imes caused
much excitement.
The Schcutleld building is one of
Albuquerque's landmarks. About twn"
ly five years ago it was one eif the
finest buildings in the city. Heirs of
the late General J. A. Williamson
owned the property at that lime.
Workmen will lsiii repairing llo
building Monday.
d
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which has been practically reached
between the city council and the
street car companies. Chicago will receive a revenue of over $1,400,000 a
MMM ally art Weekly fry
year, Increasing as the business
Tfce Citizen Publishing Company grows. This Is based on an equal division of the profits. The companies
tfcr
lTM far
kt
1 fwl
have agreed to give the city 50 per
Mia M mill .uaa him.
cent of their net Income, but the
council Is asking 56 per cent.
With a difference of only 5 per cent
between them an agreement will be
The
reached within a day or two.
companies are at once to spend
in rehabilitating tho systems.
OffleJsJ Paper of Bernalillo County This Is city partnership, contemplatCity
Albuquerque.
m4
of
ing eventual and not far distant municipal ownership.
liiy f km AftorMH Dlpitch.

WANTED.

mil

o

CImlittM.

lirml

Ntw Mulct ClrttiliflM.
llr(wl tUrtfc.ni Mnm Clrtulltl,
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JAPANESE IN
COLORADO NOW

IKE DEMANDS
Want Both School Privileges
and Full Nutrallzatlon
Rights.

DENVER

DEMANDS

MOTHER

STILL STANDS
BY CONDEMNED

C1STM1S

Have Retarded Growth.
Denver: Shall Japanese pupils be
excluded from the Hchools of
Den-ver-

Shall the

3.000

Japanese residents

r Colorado Ixoome citizens

of the

United States?
These two phases of the Japanese
question are begins for solution In
Denver and the state, having been
brought to public notice by the rapid
Increase in the Japanese population.
While the situation here has not
reached a crisis, as at San Francisco,
nevertheless the school and federal
authorities have had it called to their
attention.
Something like 3,iX0 Japanese residents of Colorado are knocking at
They want to
Uncle Sam's door.
lecome citizens. The regulations that
accompany the new naturalization
law exclude all but the white and
black races from citizenship, but the
Japs are not satsfied.
They claim
there is nothing in the law Itself excluding them, and they have been advised to take up the matter with the
bureau of immigration at Washington.
A movement is on foot to call a mass
meeting of Denver Japanese to form
an organization, which will have for
Ub object the determination
of the
question whether native Japanese can
become citizens.
TWO CHRISTMAS TRAGEDIES
OCCUR

IN

GREAT

CITY.

York: A Christmas shopping
tragedy developed In police court
here, when Mrs. Kate Smith was arraigned for stealing toys.
The woman told a tearful story which moved
judge and spectators. She said her
husband had given her 110 to buy
toys for their four children, all be
could afford. When she reached the
bhoppng district she was dismayed to
find that her pocket had been picked
and the money stolen.
Rather than
disappoint the children she decided
to turn thief. Her story was investigated, found to be true and Mrs.
Smith was discharged, the department store officials voluntarily withdrawing the charge after the judge
and a number of persons in court had
offered to pay for the stolen goods.
Clasping her Christmas doll In her
arms,
Florence Obst died
at Hellevue hospital. The child had
been nromised a doll ami her mother
went out to make the purchase. Dur-ing the latter's absence Florence
played with matches and set fire to
the house.
Her mother found her
fatally burned at the hospital, where
in her single moment of consciousness she asked:
"Did Santa bring my doll?"
New

ANITA

THE

SINGING

you, both in QUALITY
and PRICE if bought at

the

Alvarado

Pharmacy

Cor. Gold Ave. and 1st.

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth
Gold Crown
Gold Filling

Painless Extracting

ALL

WORK

$6
$1.50 up
60c

$8

ABSOLUTELY GUAR
ANTEE2.

If you do

GIRL

On December 25th the patrons of
the Elks'. theater will have a chance
to enjoy one of the cleverest comedy
dramas ever written by Owen Davs,
When
the well known playwright.
we go to see a play nowadays, we
want something good, we want a
story that we can remember and in

"Anita, The Singing Girl," we have
as pretty a story as was ever told
where pathos, comedy, tears and
laughter
interare consummately
woven by a masterhund in a production that appenls to the multitudes,
enthuses, educates and pleases for it
is one of those heart interest stories
that leaves an Impression. With a
cat of recognized excellence, the
scen,ic
unsurpassed
environments
and fine electrical effects this attraction is worthy of anybody's time and
money for nothing has been spared
to make it, now in its fourth season,
one of the most complete and attractive productions on the road. When a
play can run three
s
and play
return dates to packed houses it Is
needless to say It certainly pleases
and has left behind a good record
we heartily recommend it to our patrons. The situations
are exciting
and cleverly worked to intensely interesting and laughable climaxes and
the comedy is of the best vein.
sea-son-

FINAL

COUNT

OF
VOTES

ARIZONA.
Iteturns, with other official data, of
the general election held Nov. i, yort,
;in compiled by
w secretary of the
territory, show the following official
IN

1

1

;.

Christmas Gift
With Every $5 Purchase
AT

-

L ANGER'S STORE
SOUTH FIRST

to

FEARFUL ACT BY WOMAN
IN UNEXPLAINED FRENZY
Panic spread through a big apartment houBe on the south side today
B. F. COPP.
whea Mrs. Maurice Celine seized
girl, and ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.
Gladys Hirsch, a
window
hurled her from a third-storof the building, fatally injuring her.
YOU
WANT
Mrs. Celine Is said to be a relative of
the mother of the child. No reason
Is known for the act. Mrs. Celine and
TO MAKE MONEY?
her husband were arrested.

figures:
Total registered vote of the terri; total vote cast, 24.097;
tory,
per cent of registered vote cast, "3.5.
The vote for delegate to congress:
Mark Smith (dem.), 11,101; Cooper
(insurgent rep.), 8,909; Cannon (socialist),
2.078; Ainsworth
(regular
and for joint statehood rep., 5o8. Total vote for delegate to congress.
Mark Smith's plurality, 2,949.
The vote for Joint statehood was
against, 16,265; majority against
joint statehood, 13,124: total vote on
LEADVILLE TICKET AGENT
Joint statehood, 19,4i6; per cent of
IS BEATEN AND ROBBED. total vote cast for Joint statehood, 13.
Mark Smith's plurality in 1900 was
Leadville: One of the most daring
robberies In the history of I.eadville l.iioO; Wilson's plurality in 1902 wa-- i
477;
Smith's plurality in 1904 was
occurred at midnight at the Denver &
Rio Grande depot, when .after being 872.
shot and beaten almost into insensibility, Joe Dale, ticket agent, was
Long Tennessee Fight.
forced by a masked bandit to open
For twenty years V. L. Rawls of
the cash drawer and deliver over the Hells, Tenn., fought nasal catarrTi. He
content, amounting to $100. The writes: "The swelling and soreness
victim is In a serious condition and inside my nose, was fearful, till 1
will probably die.
began
applying Itueklen's
Arnica
Salve to the sore surface; this caused
CITY AND STREET CAR
the soreness and swelling to disapLINES BECOME PARTNERS. pear, never to return. Best salve in
Chicago:
I'nder an agreement existence. 25c at all druggists.

303

purchases will

YOUR satisfactory

SON

Utiea. N. Y.: "Chester (Jillette, Guil"
ty or Not Guilty? A Mother's Plea for
SAD
Her Son." is the title of a lecture to
be delivered by Mrs. Louise M. Gillette, mother of the condemned murBY WIRE FROM NEW YORK derer
of Grace Brown. Mrs. Gillette
will sneak in a number of cities In m
effort to raise funds for an appeal to
court of appeals for a new trial.
Denver Demands Removal of Dis- the
Her first lecture will lie delivered at
week, and the second Is
criminating Freight Kates Which Syracusefornext
New York City.
booked

ST. COR. SILVER

AYENLE

WANTED Plain rook, man or woman, for farm. Matthews' Dairy.
WANTED At once a competent girl
for general house work. Apply 616
Kelehcr avenue.
WANTED Girl for general housework; small family. .724 South
Edith street.
WANTED Good woman liotel cook";
also a waitress. Apply to A. Winkler, Socorro, N. M.
o to P. B.
WANTED People to
s
shoe repairDaniel for
ing.
Corner Railroad avenue and
Broadway
WANTED To do your electrical
of every kind. Work guaranteed. Rellauce Electric Co., 208 V4
West Gold avenue.
WANTED Help rurnisTiea and enT
ployment of all kinds secured
promptly. Call on, write or phone
Colburn's Employment agency. 109
West Silver avenue. Auto Phone 270
WANTED i'our motors to instaTT
large or sniaii. work guaranteed.
Reliance Electric Co., 208',4 West
Gold avenue.
WA N TED Coin panion Good
home
for girl over 14 years, who desires
Address, "Woman
to go to sch.ol.
Staying Alone at Night," this office.
WANTED
Gentlemen's second-Ban- d
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
south of viaduct. Senu address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor
WANTED Rids ror the construction
of hotel building at Helen, N. M.
Plans can be seen at the office of
E. B. Cristy, architect, Albuquerque. N. M. The John Becker Company, Relen, N. M.
WANTED The Albuquerque
Junk
company, 506 South Scctud street,
pays casii for magazines, oul books,
clothing( harness, guns, revolvers,
watches, etc. We pay cash for anything new or second hand. We buy
anything of value.
WANT ED Team s ' I'll e riantu
Fe
Gold & Copper Mining Co. wants
teams for coal haul from Hagan
to the mlne3, near San Pedro, and
for other purposes. All good team
making application will be given
work. Geo. O. Marrs, Superintendent.
AGENTS WANTED.
WANTED Agents, car.vassers, mixers, peddlers, strict men, solicitors,
mail order people, etc., should buy
Kramer's Book of Trade Secrets.
Regular price $" but balance of last
edit ion Is being sold for $1.25 ns
long as thty last. Every person
who Is cut of employment can make
more out of this book than a person
in ordinary business can on a capital of $10,000. Order quick. Sioux
Pub. Co., Sutherland. Iowa.
SALESMEN WANTED.
WAN T E D--S a es nie n
To carry as
side line our advertising fans, calen'
dars, signs and novelties. P.est line
out. Good commissions. Write for
terms. Malum Novelty Co., Kenton,
first-clas-

NON-

DISCRIMINATING FREIGHTS
Denver: The turning point of len-ver'- s
commercial history will undoubtedly be January 21, 1907. Denver
Jobbers and manufacturers will name
the day as the one when their city
took its place alongside Kansas City,
San Francisco, St. Iouls and Omaha
as one of the greatest commercial cen
ters of America. The Interstate commerce commission meet a Jany. 21 In
Denver a- -d will beyond a shadow of
doubt at a single stroko sweep aside
been
all the shackles which have
placed by the railroads on Denver's
growth. Armed with the power to enforce, the commission cornea to hear
evidence of the rate discrimination
:galnst this city, not only to art aside
a discriminating
rate on one article,
or on a single classification, but on
everything that Is shlnwd into Denver and out of Icnvcr.

write the Occidental Life
Insurance Co. for full particulars of
their Inducements to energetic men
and women to sell Its new guaranteed
dividend policy. Some of our salesmen are making $200 a week. Why
can't you do it? PerhapH you can it
you will try. We want a hustling rep
resentatlve in every town in New
Mexico and Arizona. No get rich
quick schemes or gift enterprises but
a straight out and out guaranteed
contract from start to finish. Easy to
Ohio.
talk, easy to sell and honest in every
particular.
FOR Rfc.T.
Occidental Life Insurance Co. of
bouse,
New Mexico and Arizona, home office FOR RENT New
modern. G18 North Sixth street.
Albuquerque. N. M.
FOR RENT Nicely luruished rooms
with board,, 422 North Sixth street.
Cure for Srs Nipples.
As soon ns the child Is done nurs- FOR KENT' Nicely furnished room;
ing, apply Chamberlain's salve. Wipe
gentleman only. 723 West Copper
it off with a soft cloth before allowavenue.
ing the child to nurse. Many trained FOR RENT Three-roofurnished
nurses use this with the best results.
house, with bath, close In. No. 108
Price 25 cents per box. For sale by
John street.
all druggists.
RENT Furnished rooms, with
board; terms reasonable. 415 South
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Edith street.
Department of the interior,
United Poll KEN T Furnished cottage flats;
States
Office.
very reasonable. Apply at lid Coal
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 19. 1906.
avenue, east end of viaduct.
Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed no- FOR RENT OR SALE House at 202
North Edith street. Inquire at Old
tice of his intention to make final
Town postofflce.
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of FOlfHENT Several pleasant, ner-lfurnished rooms, with bath and
March 3, 1S91 (26 Stats.,
854), as
electric light. 519 North Second
amended by the act of February 21,
street.
1893 (27 Stats., 470). and that said
proof will be made before tho pro- FOR RENT Bright, sunny rooms for
light housekeping; rent reasonable.
bate clerk at I.os Lunas. N. M.. on
Inquire tear 524 West Railroad aveJanuary 26, 1907, viz: Mariana Chav
nue.
ez de Otero, for the Small Holding
Claim No. 2547, situate In Sec. 26, T. FOR KENT A six room
y
7 .N.. It. 2 K.
brick house, corner of Seventh
He names the following witnesses
street and Tijeras avenue. Inquire
to prove his actual continuous
adat Lonimori & Mattencci, C24 West
verse possession of said tract for
Tlieras avenue.
twenty years next preceding the sur FOR RENT
Nicely furnished rooms,
vey or the township, viz:
$1 25 to $1.50 per week; 25c to 50c
Francisco Aragon y Baca, of Los
per night. Also rooms for light
Lunns, N. M.; Aniceto Aragon.
housekeeping.
Tne
Minneapolis
Orona, Quirino Samore, of Per-altHouse, 524 South Second street,
N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof.
TOR 8 ALE.
or who knows of any sulwtantiai rea FOR SALE Gobd7 "gentle cow. 701
son under the laws and regulations
South High street.
of the interior department why such FOR SALE Fine piano,
uearly uev.
proof should not be allowed will be
SlSThird jitreet.
given an opportunity at the above POR
SALE ARood" fepan of horses,
mentioned time mid place to cross
surrey and harness. No. 523 East
examine the witnesses of said claimRailroad avenue.
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
FOR SALE Furniture, at a special
of that submitted by claimant.
discount f'om now until the ad of
MAN I' EL R. OTERO.
the year, star Furniture Co., 214
Register.
West Gold avenue.
Hniall Holding Claim No. 2547.
SALK-Majo- rity
of stock in esIn Praise of Chamberlain's
Cough
tablished and payiug retail busiRemedy.
ness. Incorporated. Owner wishes
Th re U no other medicine manuto leave city. Address No. 1126,
factured that has received so much
Daily Citizen.
praise and so many expressions of FOTl SALE
"On"TftADEFirieTn-wogratitude
a
Chamberlain's Cough
bouse No. 724 South Second
Remedy.
It is ettectlve, ami prompt
street for property in California.
relief follows its use. Grateful i arWrite John Krick, 431 East Second
eata everywhere do not hesitate to
street, Lou K Beach. California.
testify to Its merits for the benefit
SALE Foiirleeii-rooi- n
bouse,
of others. It Is a curtain cure for FOR
furnished ,! unfurnished, electric
croup and will ireveut the attack if
light,
city
water.
S.
:i; Third St.
given at the first apitcaraoce of the
Mrs. M
Schaih
disease, it is eprcially adapted to
FOR
SAI
E A tine combination hors'
children as It is peasant to take and
good fin ill purposes.
See F. F.
contains nothing injurious. Mr. E. A.
Trotter.
Humphreys, a well known resident
and clerk in the store of Mr. E. IOck FOR SALE (iood
Riverside Oak"
of Alice, Cape Colony, South Africa,
beattr. im both bind and soft coal;
says: "I have used Chamberlain's
c.,
cheap.
7ii North Twelfth
Cough Remedy to ward off croui and
street.
colds in my family. I found It to be FOR SALE H're's the sTiap- .two
v. ry satisfactory and it gives nie
lots close in (hy are free and clear
pleasure to recommend it." For fcale
well
and
worth $H.")0. but best offer
by all druggists.
over $Mu takes them. Albuquerque
Junk
Company,
South Second
Our ROUGH DRY work don't have
Hteet.
to be washed oer. Imperial Lauu-drFOR SALE
Co.
lug rooming housce in the city for
$6,5iiu.
Ixniu's Regulets cure constipation,
Positively clearing over
tone the stomach, stimulate the liver,
$250. It. ail y buildings,
furniture,
promote digestion, ami appetite and
etc., all (.is, or will pay some
young mi. numbered woman
easy passages of the bowels.
Ask
fair
your druggist fur them.
sal.iry to ui.inage same. Alliuquer-queJiincents a
box.
eiituiany. "io6 South Secoa.l
st reft.
I

five-room-

m

two-stor-

Ouil-lerm-

m

.

I

Owlag to the necessity of closing out the season's
k, and by
virtue of small rentals, we will sell our full line of
and
Ladies' furnishings at prices beneath those of the l.ig ares Overcoats and Ladles' suits aad jackets at extra special rates

Every Article Guaranteed

SATURDAY,

10.

DECEMBER 22,

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

TDE EVENING CITIZEN

Urgt CN; v4 Cutj

CITIZEN.

MOTT'S

PENNYROYAL

PILLS

Unlv mil uitiUkiuiiv.iiM'H at itfur
stiJ) lialllall ' l.AUl
t IUttlttU- Ui ii
It) sue I.Hv Huirn"
Moliiatiliuu l. auitud
totrlr!it
Li.mr Mlnu-.-of ortfAtia mihI bixl h
it
f.r hntwnrii-- Ul
t if n. (
,ii
iii
D1
..n,.i ;i
.P
s.Ofl
MolTl
FOH SALE BY

Ui'M II'.A f.

n ANN

Jt (in. xU.Ul
SON.

FOR s.i.ERanci:.
to. H. Kelley
and sons !iav:ng sold all their stock
are imw offering their fine stock
ranch for sale. It Is the best
i a ii n in the country.
Hal
two go.ui Mil, one of them has
windmill ami surface tank. It Is an
Ideal Klie. ) range. Postofflce, Datil,
Socorro county, N. m. Ranch twenty tiiii' s tt.ct of Datll.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY.
CHANCE OF THE TIME If taketTat
once. Stock of new and second hand
furniture. Cash value $4,000 well
worth $5,000; quick action required.
Address Albuquerque Milling Co.
PER80NAL

ALBUQUERQUK

New Mexico

PROPERTY LOANS.

surplus, $100,000

Capital and

MONEY to LOAN
On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10 and as htgnai
$200. Loans are quickly made and
strictly private. Time: One month
to one year given. Goods remain Id
your possession. Our rates are reasonable. Call and see as before borrow-

1

INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

x

SA

'c

t
"
"

ing.

THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Are
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

Sttimshlp

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed

iA

We Sold the Snap

Facilities.

UlYiTft'iTrmntiTi
4L54S

On Sixth Street
Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

have a great snap in a
ranch little cash needed; also
bargain In new brick residence, close in, on
Lowlands.

Now

Luna,
Johnson,
mon

Solicits

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
W. 8. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J
est. Cashier; Win. Mcintosh, J. c. Baldrldge, SoloA. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E.

Preloent;

Solomon

POR TERFIELD CO.

and

.

Cro-Jwe-

ll.

110 West Gold Ave.
DEPOSITORY

PROFESSIONAL

FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RY.

CARDS

LAWYERS.

Irs M. Bona.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 P street
N. W., Washington, D. 0. Pensions,
lands, patents,
copyrights, caveats,
letter patents, trade marks, claims.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQU 7? QUE, NEW MEXICO

R. W. D. Bryan,
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuauer- que, N. M.
Office,
First National
Bank building.
E. W. Dobso.:
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Crow
well block. Albuquerque, N. M.

orriccrt

DENTISTS.
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and 3, Carnette Building,
over O'Rielly'a Drue Store Automatic
'phone 238. Appointments made by
man.
Edmund J. Alger, 6. D. 8.
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
hours, 9:00 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Both phones. Appointments made by mail.

Depository for Atchison, Topeks

&

$500,000.00
$250,000.00

Santa Fe Railway Company

STATE NATIONAL BANK

DR. D. E. WILSON

Dentist.

10,

President

Vice 'president
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

U. 0. DEPOSITORY
Authorized Capital
JPald Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

DR. J. E. KRAFT,

Rooms

AND DIRCCTOHa

JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEE
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

12, 13, Occidental Life
Bldg., Cor.
Railroad
avenue and
Broadway, Albuquerque, N. M. Of8
fice hours, to 12 A. M.; 1 to 9 P. M.
Colo. Phone, 129.
PHYSICIANS.

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL
SURPLUS AND PROFITS,

DR. R. L. HUST.
Office, 6 8. N. T. Armijo Bldg.

...

$100,000.00
22,000.00

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Safety Deposit boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts ct the Wor.V

Tuberculosis
treated with
Electrical
Current and
Germicide. Treatments given each
day front 8 a. m. to p. m.. Trained
nurse in attendance. Both 'phones.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo., Red 115.

y

We Want Your

A. BORDERS.

O. N.
D.

Commercial
Club Building. Black
and White Hearse, $5.
ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer. Room
Barnett
Building, Albuquerque, N. M. Both
'hones.

Banking Business

DIRECTORS
"""I'M
Marron. Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A.
Miera.
IL cams. J. A. Weinman. F. H. fatrong. Jay A. Hubbs.

4G-4-

CIVIL

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

ENGINEER.

J. R. Farwell.
Room 23. N. T. Armijo building.
NOTARY PUBLIC.

Wholesale Grocers

Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
Office with W. B. Cbilders, 117 West
Gold avenue.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

A Western Wonder.
There's a Hill at Bowie, Tex., that's
twice ns big as last year. This wonder Is W. L. Hill, who from a weight
of 90 pounds has grown to over 80.
He says: "I suffered with a terrible
cough, and doctors gave me up to die
of consumption. I was reduced to 90
pounds, when 1 began taking Dr.
King's New Discovery for consumption, coughs and colds. Now, after
taking 12 bottles. I have more than
doubled in weight and am completely
oitred." Only sure cough and cold
cure. Guranteed by all druggists.
A'c and si.
lrtal bottle free.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, Unite
States Laud Office, Santa Fe, N. M.
Nov.

190C.

27.

Notice is hereby given that the folloclaimant hn filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of hls claim under
sections 1C and 17 of the ac-- of March
3, 1S91 (2G Stats., 854). as amende I
by the act uf February 21, 1SS3 (27
Stats., 470) and tbat said proof wi l
bo made before SilvcWro Mirabnl. V.
S. Court Commissioner at San Rafae',
N. M., on January 5. 1!)07. vln: Matia
Concho of l.ngiiua. N". M. for c,.
SE 14. Sec. it., t. in .
u 7 W. N.

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
44KSK4C4C4

"OLD RELIABLE."

ESTABLISHED

I

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock or Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

t

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

0m

RAILROAD AVENUE.
Os0 OO O 604Os0X
A

0

M. P. M

n

,

M.

Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof or
who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of the
interior depanniet why such
roof
should not be allowed will be gives
an opportunity at the
time and pluco to crew-- examine t2ie witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Small holding claim No. 1621.

.T.

M.

00000C0OS000OSOS1

liALDRTDGK

PAINT Covers more, Icous best, wears the
longest, most economical; fjll measure.
BUlLDiNU PAPER Always In tock. Plaster, Lime. Cement. Paint.
Glass, Sash, Doors. Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MtX.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
General Boltding Supplies

SCREEN DOORS

s

0

C.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

above-mention-

who
Nay
Dealers
those
that
have used Chambei iain's Stomach
to
loyal
quite
and Liver Tablets are
them and can not be persuudetl to
take any substitute. Get a free sample at any drug store, give them a
trial and you, too, will want them in
preference to any other. They cure
stomach troubles, biliousness and

1J7J.

L. B. PUTNEY

wing-named

He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse poswes-sloof said tract for
twnty years next preceding the survey of tho township, viz:
Joseclto lio.su, of Seam a. N. M ;
William Pais-anoctf Casa lllnnca, N.
M ; Martin Luther, of
Caa Rlaaca,
N. M., Yamie B. I.eedf, of Seama N.

j

Both Phone

THE

Third and Marqucttt

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
.

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkole Roofing

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico

V

SATURDAY.

JLLBUQUEEQUE

DECEMBER 22, 1906.

MAN

THE POLICE SEEK

111

LIFE

WDfilAN IN DEATH

CHINESE ELOPERS

Wife of Rich Merchant Has After Masquerading as a Man
for Years. Sex Is at
Run Away With GamLast Revealed.
bling King.
$300 WITH

WIFE TOOK

HER MYSTERY

SOLVES

MYSTERY

waa a great deal of valuable Jewelry,
a diamond ring among them being
worth many hundred dollars.
The outwarad clothing of De Kay- Ian waa such aa any gentleman
might wear. It waa plain, but the selection of It showed an educated
taste. In the elegant bath robes and
fine underclothing the woman waa
slightly disclosed.
The answer to the telegram sent
by Dr Rowe to Mrs. Anna De Raylan
last night ought to shed some ngnt
on this remarkable affair.
City of Toledo,
State of Ohio,
t
r.ii.1. mm
J. Chpnnev makrs oath tht he
frank
In arnlor partner of th
Arm of K. J.
the
Co.. (loins- buiitncm Inafore-(aiI'honov
County
and
City of Tollo,
Btats
and that said Arm will pay the sum
of ONE HUNDRKD l)L,UAH8 for each
and every case of Catarrh that cannot
be cured by the tine of Hall's Catarrh
FRANK J. CHENKY.
Cure.
Sworn to before me ana suoncriDea in
my preeonce, this 6th day of December,
A. D. 1886.
A. w. ai.EAPorv,
(Seat.)
Notary Public
Hail's Catarrh Cure la tnken Internallya
on
directly
and acta
the blood and
surfaces of the system. Bend for
testimonials free.
CO., Propa.,
F. J. CHENEY
Toledo, Ohio.
Take Hall's Family Fills for constipa
-

d,

Playmates In China Become Even the Family Doctor Did Not
Suspect the Secret.
Bitter Rivals When They
LiLand In America.

Death, that strange mystery last
Bight opened another mystery hardly
less strange and more startling.
About the middle of Octolier there
nnuur1
man
nrrlvod In Phopnl
aa N. de Raylan. He was well along
wun consumption ana was accompanied by Dr. Rowe, a Chicago physician, of past middle age. The doctor
found quarters for himself and bis patient at the Union hotel on West
Washington street. DeRaylan was
evidently a man of wealth and culture. He slid he had been assistant
Rneclnn vira rnnftitl nt Chicago And
had served with the American forces
through the war with Spain. He had
numerous medals which he said had
with
honn eiven him In connection
that service and also a special letter
or commendation irom irresiueni mc
Klnley.
Vta fronttpnllv allowed nr. Rovp the
photograph of his wife Mrs. Anna De
Raylan, a singularly Handsome ana
voluptuous wompa who wrote him
Mo often snoke of
with rcmilnrlt v
his son whom the doctor understod to
be nearly grown.
rw Rnvlnn tlot last nitrht and the
doctor Instructed Mohn & Driscoll to
take charge of the body. He also sent
a telegram to Mrs. Anaa De Kayian
Informing her or the rieatn or ncr
husband and asking her if she would

Dec. 22. The police of
am nn Ihp lookout for two

Oakiaad,

riaklaaJ
of tha asost prominent Chinese of the
Paclttc coatrt, lAe too, Known as me
king s( the Chinese Ramblers on this

naul and Mono- Line, wife of Wong
Him, a wealthy Oriental merchant of
-

mu-cou-

tion.

EVENING

CITIZEN.

had some chickens there
be a great stride made toward
more "perfect living,' which is Spencer's definition of education.
The worst feature of tho situation
Is the fact that only 76 of the 394
families are reported as having good
ventilation In their homes the rest
family
would

ff.

rt

Wiley, chief of the bureau of chemistry today ruled that Bourbon whiskey, colored and flavored and labelled
"blended whiskey" can not In future
be described aa "whiskey," as It Is
simply
spurious Imitation of tho
genulae article. The ruling was
made for good Inspection guidance
and as a very large number or deal
ers will be affected by it aa appeal
has been lodged.
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M
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Does What
Other Stoves

FailtoDo

p
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PERFECTION
Oil Heater

SSI
Fitters
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AT1 ,amr

OFFERS HER BRAIN TO SCIENCE

CLAIM SPIRITS ARE
Special Correspondence.
NOT "WHISKEY."
Va
Portland Oro TVwt 97 Tina
New York. Dec. 22. James Wilson, brainiest women of the Pacific coast
secretary of agriculture, and Dr. H. has put her brains on
market.
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GOES OUT

ONE OF THE MOST BRILLIANT WOMEN

having practically no Tentllatlon. In
many of the houses the windows are
fastened In Immovably, so that no ef- DR. ELLA
OF
K. DEARBORN,
fort can be made to ventilate by the
WILL SELL
PORTLAND. ORE
windows. I believe you will agree
with me that this subject needs to
TO THE HIGHEST DIDDER
be "aired.' Is it any wonder that so
WANTS
TO USE THE PROCEEDS
many children diet From this study
BUT
DURING LIFE;
AFTER
of the homes of the Indians these
DEATH
WELCOME TO THE
things seem paramount. These Indians
must be taught to keep their houses
ANATOMIST'S KNIFE AND MIclean, to raise vegetables, to keep
CROSCOPE.
chickens, and to milk cows.

Portland, Ore., who are said to
nlnrxWI In Oaklnnd.
Wone Him SC- CHICKENS AND COWS
iMimai ala mlta of havlne Stolen $300
Is
Foo
of hla aaoney, although
FOR THRIFTY INDIANS JAPANESE SQUADRON
regarded aa richer than his rival.
The federal authorities are also
"TO VISIT VANCOUVER
is
girl
working oa the case, as the
Vancouver, B. C. Dec. 22 It waa
this
into
smuggld
said to have been
today that a
The following summary is taken officially announced
country bf bor husband, although tho
from a report on the homes of In training squadron consisting of the
aid
to
in
willing
latter Is said to be
dlans at Pine Ridge, S. I)., which ap cruisers ItsukuBhlma, Hoshldates, and
having ber deported In order to sepears In the November Southern the Matsushtma, under command of
having
informcure vengeance, even
Rear Admiral Togo will visit this
Wbrkman:
the
ed the officers of the violation of
men, women and country early next year. The squad
sum
the
The
of
all
In I ted 6U4.es laws.
children reported upon as occupying ron will leave Yokohama on January
Wong Him Hre said to
Le Foo andplaymates
these homes is 2,095, or nearly one-thi- 5ta aad after spending some time
toIn China
have been
of all the reservation popu'a,-tion- . here will visit Seattle. Tocoma, and
In
gether, both having made fortunes
The number of chickens own- then proceed south to San Francisco.
ntr and loth having returned
ed by them is so small that there Is
to China two years fgo in an effort
on an average only one to every five TRUST COMPANIES LOSE
to wio the heart of Hong Ung.
persons, and the cows owned are so
THIRTY MILLION.
Wong Him succeeded, and after the
Albany, N' Y., Dec. 22. The state
few that the average Is less than tho
irirt wiui nmueeled into this country
perment of the condition of the eighty
milk of one cow for every ten
and baa taken her place in Portland's
eggs and seven trust companies of this state
Knowing
sons.
value
of
the
leading Cblnese circles, lcc roo
milk as a healthful diet, can we do shows a decrease of 130,000,000 in
bis courtship, was successful
better than turn or teaching strong aggregate resources up to the pres
n,i nprauaded the wife to clone with
ly In the direction of Increasing the ent. Tho aggregate of tho resources
him. The couple are said to have
interest In these two animals, the Is placed at $1,375,554,989. Stock and
been Bee trice since leaving run
Mr Mohn vpnl out. to tile ITniOll to chicken and the cow? If every fam- bond investments, moaey loaned on
and oac in Oriental costume,
nd deposits show tho
make arrangements for the transfer ily on this reservation milked one or collaterals,
and fince In Orletal costume.
or the body to tne morgue, me aoc two cows the year round, and each most serious fcilling off.
tor was there and Mr. Mohn remark
ed to him that the face looked young
SHORT CHANGED BY
for one who had passed through so
much. Tho body was brought in and
RIGH GOLD
S
preparations for
LILLIAN RUSSELL Mr. Driscoll began was
embalming. He too
struck by the
ncculiartv young and feminine ap
AND
when he
TENDERED $100 BILL pfarance of the f:ice and was
CARUSO
rurtn
stripped the breast bare he
FOR A CUP AT THE BAZAAR
er struck by its appearance. A further
AND GOT ONLY A SMILE
examination showed him that his subBACK.
ject was a woman. The masquerade
7
had been carried to the last possible
They wore still counting their and unnecessary detail.
those adorable
money yesterday,
Mr. Driscoll covered the body and
baadita of tho P. W I. Bazaar, sought Dr. Rowe whom iie found in
to
the the office of the Union. He called him
and night fell before they got
bottoas of the pile. There are, in aside and Questioned him alout
amazaay piles. It will be an
fact,
Driscoll
Dr.
patient.
his
late
ing total the greatest in the history soon convinced1 himself that the doc
of tie Professional Woman's League, tor had been no party either by con
or of klghway womanry In New York. sent or knowledge to this strange deMiM IJIltan Russell rather thinks ception. In the first place the putting
that ate gathered In more money of tho 'body into the hands or an unthan any other Individual bandltess. dertaker was certain to disclose It
She boasts that when she goes In for Whereas If it were to be kept up, the
short changing and general extortion doctor could himself have put the
she takes tho top note. She points body into a coffin and could have comwitk pride to the manner In which plied with all required regulations for
she operated on Caruso the other the burial of the body in a local ceme
night. The tenor went to the bazaar tery.
with fain week's wages In his pocket
In reply to Mr. Drlscoll's questions
and a. charitable design to spread,
doctor said that he had frequently
say, tlOt of it among the various the
examined Do Raylan as to his chest
Itootks.
and had round nothing to arouse his
IHe never got past the booth where suspicion as to the sex of his patient
Misa lluasell stood at the receipt of He recalled, however, that De Raylaa
customs, swapping china cups and had been rather more sensitive than
professional smiles for whatever her male patients usually are.
victims happened to have. Caruso
Mr. Driscoll Anally asked him
picked out a handsome china cup and if When
he knew that De Raylan was a wo
passed over IiIh hundred. Miss Rus- man he moved about as If dazed by
sell pat the bill In the drawer and the Inquiry. He recovered and said
looked stonily over the tenor's head. that he never had the slightest bus
!
Not ao much as a
plcioa that his patient was not what
C'arua' lingered, looking in tho di- ho seemed. Ho had been with him a
rection of tho money drawer. Noth- great d03l In their rooms In traveling
ing dalng. At last he had the bad and on the street. There had never
taste to hint that there might pos- been a move by him which could have
sibly be something coming to him.
a doubt as to his sex, not even
"rush by," Miss Russell answered araised
thought. They had visited barber
in Iter 6tonlest note. "Hasten past. shops together for De Raylan shaved
We do not give change."
regularly and frequeatly.
Oaraa' took a noble revenge. One
It was In July that Johnson dreamDenver, Colo., Dec. 2. C. O. JohnThe doctor agreed with Mr. Dris
on Miss Russell's
of tho baubles
that no further steps should be son, u tailor, saw in a dream one ed of a spot in the mountains which,
booth was a cup which the tenor coll
toward the sending of the body
when touched with pospector's pick
himself bad contributed to the ba- ataken
war until there could be an invest! night not long ago great riches for and spade, would brlug forth gold for
zaar. It was a lovely toy and the gation
of the strange affair and that him. Now his vision of a gold mine ulm. He says he awakened his good
saucer waa of silver.
should bo notified. Mar has come true.
authorities
Johnson, tailor, is wlft and told her of his dream.
or
so
the
short
Aa hour
after
Kinney wai sent for, but there now Johason, gold mine owner.
"George, can we believe It Is so?"
change' episode, an emissary of the shai
by
nothing
be
done
him
fur
to
Johnson plied his trade- in a mod- she asked bim.
groat tenor appeared at the Russell was
had
acknowledge
he
that
est way here. He prospered moderJohnson, keeping his Hocret, visited
than to
boot, bought the Cams' cup for $150 ther
The body ately. In his business he has always the spot not many miles from this
cognizance of tho case.
and presented it to Miss Russell.
being
is
held
was then embalmed and
sought to be fair with all the world city and quietly bought up the land.
nendine other developments.
and to treat his fellow man rightly. Then he put ma to work prospecting.
this
ALVARADO
In
AT
MUSIC
There are several elements
Thus is he popular. His modest lit- These workmen brought up from the
those
It
classify
with all
tle fortune will now bt spent in de- esrth gold ore. The prospecting concase which
strange cases of women who have veloping his mine and buying property tinues. Johnson lind friends are si ill
wno
la its vicinity. His friends, also, will buying property near his claim. He
passed for years as men and
have had wives who aided them in back his venture.
will name his mine. "Dream Mine."
Ray
long
De
their deception. How
From the time, the place, and tho
be
to
lan may have hold himself out
the gtrl. (Two-steyet a matter 01 conjec
.
By James E. Howard. a woman is
ture.
Dr. Rowe mot him m unica
Crowa of Flowers, (Waltz)
ordinarily
meet pa
By Edward Hazel. eo as doctors
therefore, he
back,
far
that
and
tients
Georgia Sunset. (A Southern Tone
That was
man.
By Albert W. Brown. was known as a ago.
Poem)
about six months
Serenade
De Raylan wa3 as communicative
By Victor Herbert.
as well bred and educated as gentle
Mistrcaa Nell, (Waltz)
bestowed upon
By L. V. Gustln. men over become, and
. w nicn
confidences
those
the
doctor
Iraoeetta Mexican Gypsy Dance .... patients believe belong to their medi
By Geo. I). Barnard.
He told the doctor
cal advisers.
Ortoaa (Waltz)
freely about his life in Russia and in
By Chauncey Haines.
Ho spoke of his wife
this country.
The Treaty of Portsmouth, (Two-ste- often
and treasured hor photographs
By C. Scouton.
He manifested
:. flag gjsT
and hor letters.
father's pride in bis son and cher
In alrno: t every boure there is
ished his photograph.
a room that the brat from the
He had an album filled with photoother stoves or furnace tails to
lerauhs of friends and relatives in this
reach. It may be a room on
There were in
rountrv and Russia.
the "weather" side, or one bavintr no hot
of
the collection several pictures
No matconnection. It may be a cold
himself taken at various ages and
ter in what part of the bouse whether room or
girl
Russian
a
little
one
of
was
hallway
soon
be
cau
there
it
made buug and cozy with a
he told tho doctor was long ago "hU
Utile sweetheart."
.
On tho face of tho evidence which
now appears it is thought that De
Raylan actually served in tne
war, for there are thoso medals
which are known to have been Issued
(Equipped with Smokeless Device)
in which De
In the circumstances
Raylan said he had received his. A
Unlike ordinary oil heaters tbe Perfection gives satisfaction
always.
First and foremost it is absolutely safe you cannot
present there is an inclination to beturn the wick too high or too low. Gives intense heat without
lieve that President McKinley actual
ly wrote a letter of thanks and com
smoite or smell because equipped with smokeless device.
dc easily camea trotu room to room. As easy
The Bitter is especially
mendatlon to a gallant soldier of the
to operate as a lamp. Ornamental as well as useful.
name of De Raylan and that the "lead
n'Mble at tills season of the year.
Made in two finishes nickel aud japan. Brass oil fount
girl In the morgue was he.
beautifully embodied. Holds 4 quarts of oil and burns 9
It biilds yen up so that yon need
It would have len thought thai De
hours. There's real satisfaction in a Perfection Oil Heater.
Raylan would not carry this deception
not fear attacks of Chills and
Every heater warranted. If uot at vour dealer's write our
very hour and article of
the
into
nearest agency for descriptive circular.
Colds. It also Cures IndigeDr. Howe believes that a disdeath.
T
m.ikrl th home bright.
a
The F"W
closure would have been made only
I
stion, Dyspepsia, Sour
. f"
l.tliraUlanatrIUmr
it
her death came a few days earlier
for ai,.roUB,,
ouriiui.i
S4
mm
Risings, Poor Appetite,
ur. Oivr a clHr, btruily
than It had been expected. The docUliht. flllcil Willi Utrl
tor said she knew she could uot live
ImproTKl Imrorr. M.vte of lrs lliroiiKhotit ana nukrl UlrO.
Sleeplessness, Bilioushvrry lamp arramel. bumble fur library, tlmiuif room.
and day bef jre yesterday she said she
mtx or bedroom. U uot at your
write to neuret aKcacy.
ness, Costiveness, Female
desired to make a will. The will was
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
not made. It may be imagined that
Ills, Materia or General
in such a document the truth would
Debility. Try it
have boon told.
Raylan
Among Hie effects of

TAILOR ERE AM
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tbe

She wants to sell the actual contents
Of her Cranium.
Kho will anrrnndnr
title to them for the best offer.
The nnlv atlnulatlon aha m .la. U
that she will retain a life interest In
tnem. At her death her brains are
to oe the property of tho purchaser.
i nis woman Is Dr. Ella K. Dearborn, a woman of diversified talents,
speaking several languages; a physician, author and song writer; aoclal-laccomplished and . versed In the
uomesuc arts. vr. Dearborn's proposition Is a business one. She wants
to realize now unon her hralna In
order that she may use the money
uunng ner lifetime.
Says Dr. Dearborn:
"It Is necessary for the advancement of the human family that the brains of cultured people be studied by anatomists
A not.
and students of nnvcholncrr
omlsts experience great difficulty In
! muring normal Drams for dissecting purposes, most of those that come
to the dissecting rooms being the
brains of people of mental inferiority,
usually paupers and lunatics. There
can be no possible objection to having one's brains studied after you are
dead, and so I do not feel any hesitancy in offering mine to the highest bidder, with the condition, of
course, that I shall contlnuo to use
tnem myself a long as I am able. I
expect to hear from experts in this
branch of anatomy, and will deal with
all hids directly."
Of late years Dr. Dearborn has won
a national reputation as a writer tip-ohealth and hygiene and wholesome living, her writing being marked
by a forcefulness that indicates
a
vigorous Intellect and a strong style
unhindered by convention. The rea- -
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HUMAN BJCAIM

sonlng power appears to be especially
well developed In her.
Scientists are nowadays, it anything, more keen to solve the suble-tie- s
of the brain's functions. All
that has been done, and great efforts
have been made, have had but
The truth of the
results.
matter Is. the brain Is not well understood, and research seems to be practically baffled. Vivisection has been
resorted to In the extremity of the
anatomist's curiosity, but this is necessarily confined to dumb animals,
and what has been discovered In this
way has been applied to the human
brain merely by comparison.
One of the things that la demonstrated Is that the higher tho intelligence of the creature, the more the
brain Is convoluted; that Is. the more
folds there are in the brain. In the
human brain an effort has been made
to locate In these various folds the

n

COMING

f

separate faculties of the mind and
the seats of control for the
ffome of this has been done
In rather a general, theoretical way.
surgery has advanced to a
Brain
various-muscles-

,

point where persons can be deprived
of a portion of their brain and still
live. One old fallacy was that the
weight of the brain invariably matched the intellect of the person; but,
while some very gifted men have had
very large brains, so have many persons of feeble mind, so the rule does
not hold good. The secret of superiority seems to be in a brain quality
which has not yet been Identified.
is purIf Dr. Dearborn's brain
chased and made the subject of special study, it may be that some of the
qualities it has manifested in life may
be traced after death by the scientist's knife and microscope. At any
rate, Dr. Dearborn Is heartily willing
that it be attempted.

TWO CARDINALS DYING

EVENTS

December 25 Anita. Tho Singing
Matinee and night.
December 31 My Wife's Family.
January 1 The Marrlago of Kitty.
Matineo and night.
January 28 Paul Gilmore, la Yale.
February 1 King Richard,
the
Third, by John Grfflth.
February 4 Hoyt's Comedy Company.
February 6 Sis Hopkins.
February 6 Messenger Boy.
February 9 Creeton Clarke.
February 11 Julius
by
Caesar
Charles Hanford.
March 14 Tho County Chairman.
This is the banner performance of
the season.

Girl.

D

Woman loves a clear, rosy complex-Ion- .
Burdock Blool Bitters purifies
tho blood, clears tho skin, restores
ruddy, sound health.
Tho Albuquerque Junk company
500 South Second street, pays cash
for old furniture, old clothing, Iron,
brass, copper, tine rubber paper rags,
bottles, etc. Ia fact all kinds of second hand goods and Junk. Send us
postal. Will call. Everything
has a
value. Old buildings, machinery,
s,
wagons, etc., bought for highest
i;uH price.

IS CARDINAL &J2.AEY
Cardinal Richard, archbishop of
Paris, who made himself most valuable to the vatcan by tho manner
In which he handled matters in dispute between the French officials snd
the holy sec, Is said to be dying. He
recently nsked to resign because of
111
heal h. but his request was not
granted by the poM.

bug-pie-

o
HOLIDAY RATES ON A. T. & S. F.
COAST LINES.
For Christmas snd New Year holidays tickets will bo sold to points n

coast line for one faro for the round
trip whero the ono way rate Is 10 or
less. Dates of sale December22 to 25,
Inclusive. December 29 to January 1,
1!7. Return limit January 2, 1907.

We Have No Competition
In the Diamond Line

Christmas and New Year Holiday
Rates.
For the Christmas and New Year
holidays round trip tickets will be
sold at the rate of one snd
fare for the round trip without regard
to distance limit. Dates of sale December 20 to 25. inclusive. Also December 29, 30, 31 and January 1. Return limit January 7, 1907.
one-thir-

Vaszary, archbishop of
Cardinal
Grau, In Hungary, supposed to be the
richest prelate of the Roman church,
is said to be dangerously ill. Cardinal Vaszary has contributed annually
a sum amounting to nearly $200,000
to the support of iht administration
of the Vatican.

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL
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d
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Mexico City and Return.

GEMS
On tho Market

can be seen la our show window marked out In plain figures,

your bolidny vacation In
Tickets to Mexico City and
return at rate of $40.25 for the round
trip. Tickets on sale December 20,
21 and 22, return limit thirty days
from dato of sale.
T. K. PURDY,
Agent.
Spend

Mexico.

15 Per Cent Less
than the regular jewelers can buy It at wholesale. Not a yellow diamond in the house. We handle only perfect white diamonds and war
ranted as represented or your money refunded.

A Miraculous Cure.
The following statement by II. M.
Adams and wife, Henrietta, Pa., will
interest parents and others. "A miraculous cure has taken place in our
home. Our child bad eczema 5 years
and was pronounced Incurable, when
wo read about Klectric Bitters, and
concluded to try It. Before the second bottle was all taken we noticed a
change for tho better, and after taking 7 bottles he was completely
cured." It's vp to date blood modi-cinand body building tonic. Guaranteed. 50c and $1.00 at all druggists.

ROSENFiELD

Tht Man You Can Trutt

1

18 Railroad Avenue

e

NURSERY

FRUIT
AND
SHRUBS, VINES

For a Most Appropriate Christmas
Present is a Box of

PRODUCTS

8HADE

TREES,

AND FLOWERS.
ONE YOU KNOW.

'
I

BUY OF SOME
N. W. ALGER, 124 60UTH WALTER

STREET.

New Cure for Epilepsy.
J. B. Waterman of Watertown, O.,
"My!
rural free delivery, writes:
aaugnter, arnictoel for years with epilepsy,

was cureU by Dr. Klng'B New

Ufe Pills. She has not had an attack for over two years." Best body
cleansers and life giving tonic pills on
earth. 25c at all druggists.
o
HOME
MADE ARTICLES, SUITABLE FOR HOLIDAY GIFTS,
AT
MRS. M. C. WIL80N'8.
224 WE8T
GOLD AVENUE.

There's nothing so goexl for a soie
as Dr. Thomas' Kcltctric Oil.
any
'nit s it iu a few hours. HcIu-vcI'tiiu in any pari.
t

If you

:iv

1111

AFFIDA VITS

want results in advertising,
Citizen want ad.

tlvt-niii-

ALSO DEALER IN

Pipes, Smoker's Articles

HENRY
WES TERFELD
207 Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.
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any heart glad. There Is very little real charity In givMoreover, even the
ing what one has thrown away.
poon st among us like a new garment or a new toy once
one's self, making a
in a while. Ileal glvina Is givin
genuine sacrifice of either time or money. A kind word
or n display of human Interest Is often better than many
cast-of- f
garmcn's.
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Wkly.
Uy The Citizen Publishing Company
Published Dully and

W.

W. T. McCREIGHT,

TRICKLER,

Prt4nt

Business Manager.
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admiration for a strong
President
Rovornmont led him to resuscitate Judge James
Pennsylvania, one of the early Judges of the
Wilson,
Few In his own state had
United States supreme court.
any recollection of Mm, and outside of that state he had
born forgotten.
'
The facts about Judge Wilson seem to be that as a
member of the national convention which formed the
constitution for ihe "more perfect union" generally desired, lie. had advocated doctrines that were rejected
then, and have since been rejected by the supreme court.
"As the modern fad Is to put these radical views of the
onstitutlcn as it ought to have been in to effect, notwith.
standing their rejection by the constitutional convention
and by the supreme court which was nskrd to put them
In by a false construction," says the Courier Journal, "it
became necessary to show that Wilson was the greatest
ever, and hence that his crude notions ought now to have
the form of law."
Why so great a man, as Judge Wilson has recently
been declared to have been, could so completely have
lapsed from the public memory. Is thus accounted for by
the Springfield. Mass., Republican:
"James Wilson was one of the fir;!t justices of the
Tnited States supreme court, and he s rved until IT'.'S,
Tvhcn he died in North Carolina. Very unfortunately for
his fame, ns the Independent now recalls, he becani"
Hcamialously involved In the Infamous Yazoo land frauds
of the last deende of the eighteenth century. These concerned the region of wild land then owned by the state
of Georgia and now embracing the states of Alabama nd
"Mississippi.
While on the bench of the United States
supremo court, which then, to be sure, had not b"gun
to acquire its later dignity and prestige, Justice Wilson
helped to promote a land company to de:,l In the
Yazoo lands which were obtained from the state
of Georgia by the wholesale bribing of the legislature.
It Is charged that Justice Wilson went to Georgia himself In behalf of the land' speculators with u large sum
of money, with which he corrupted the members of the
Georgia assembly. Having obtained possession of the
lands for a song, the speculators proceeded to market
them In the north at a vast profit."
The Republican adds that this scandal probably
the career of James Wilson by bringing on hi3
premature death. If so, the neglect that visited his
memory was not strange.
Ueeosevr-It'-
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The seed men of the country are again fighting free
seed distribution. Their claim is that the seed do no
good. Then why are they opposed to their distribution?
Useless or bad seed cannot interfere with the business
of the seed men.
It is probable that better seed and
those, of new and scarce varieties should be sent out.
But this would demand the betterment of the service,
not its abolition. Agriculture is file dominant industry
of Ihe United States, and yet it gets the fewest favors
from the government. Send on the seed. In his rec-report the secretary of agriculture said that the number
of packages sent out last year was about 7,0iuj,oiiei, and
there had been no change in the number during the past
Ave years. Hut a recent telegram from Washington, 1).
C, stated that Delegate Andrews had secured a considerable increase In the quantity sent 10 New Mexico. Our
territorial delegate is a hustler.
nt

Graphic: According to a statement given
out in Chicago, plans are under way for an important trip
through the southwest the coming year. The parly will
consist of several capitalists and agricultural and scientific experts. This is to pave the way for subsequent
homeseekers. It is understood that the Rock Island pas.
senger department and other continental lines are intertrip. The object of the great ex
ested in the
curslon is t: make a thorough investigation of the resources and advantages afforded for farming and various
industries, with a view of promotinn colonization scheme
and the settleme-i- t of unoccupied section's of the country. Attention will also U- devoted to mining intcre.Mf.
As t lie details of the plans have imi yet been outlined
and t lie
decided upon, but in. ;il:. r iuroriuaMon
is at hand.
iK'ming

proj-'vle-

-
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The Topeka J.mrnal recently said that from almost

every town in Kansas catne Hie news of lt bouse tatniuc.
The Huntlower state is not peculiar Ju this condition. It
is true in the Ivading towns of every state in ihe Union.
Aiuuquerqne, notwithstanding the astonishing number of
houses erected in the last Ihr.e years. Is In need if more

houses, modem and up in date mauay more.
This
general lack of Ikmisi the count rty ox er shows thai the
building industry of the land lias not kept pac with i he
development of other industries.
There are two reasons
for this condition. One is the enormous Increase in the
oost of all materials which enter into the construction
of a building. The other is the unequaled ad value of
wages in all the building trades.
What courage and combination can .1
iinuliost
BreiUHst odds, was clearly demons! i at
in New York
city a few weeks ai4.
The he f I nisi pin up the price
of common meat twe
a pound.
The Viddinli or
Jewish women of the Hast Hide-- h i hy .Mrs. Kstlie-DoIolMisky, organized a boycott jiKuint tin- .'i.iioii meat
shops whieh supplied that pail of the K'eal
found tlielr trade had elieipp.-i- i lo noiliinn und
their meal was spoiling e,n tlie-i- r hands They soon (jaw
In and the trust was
i
inllow.
Not
n!v was
the old pi
restored, hut umee'iiie-iitwt re- made not to
raise the price for a year.
,

the

e

r

-

-

how

largest stock of

you

New
of a

la

FIGS,
25c
FIGS,
washed, in baskets, 25c, 50c
IMPORTED WASHED FIGS,
in glass ....15c, 35c and 50c
FIGS, 2 lb. 25c
CALIFORNIA
FIGS,
STUFFED
FANCY
with nuts of cherries, per
35c
box
DATES,
light or
FANCY
dark, whole fruit, fresh, 2
lb
25c
SHELLED NUTS of all kinds.
ORANGES,
both California
NAVALS
and FLORIDA
MAMMOTH SMYRNA
per pound
IMPORTED SMYRNA

OurStock
is full of good and useful

PECANS,
FILBERTS,
BLACK WALNUTS,
CHESTNUTS,
HICKORYNUTS,
PEANUTS.
HOLLY WREATHS,
HOLLY,
MISTLETOE.
Leave your orders for Anything
in the BAKERY
LINE, to be
delivered for your Christmas
dinner.
PATTI SHELLS,
JELLY TARTS,
,

XMAS

PRESENTS

MACAROONS.

Ladies' Desks are
ular. Easy Chairs,

CHEESE STRAWS,
LADY FINGERS,
KISSES,

Chairs, etc.

LAYER

CAKES,
PUDDING,

Our line of
Etc.

Jaffa Grocery

Xmas China

Co.

will please you also. Selected with
an eye for presents reasonable In

price and yet most useful.

"Good Things to Fat"
MAIL ORDERS FILLED THE SAME

DAY

201

THFY ARE RECEIVED.

No

The decline In the xpoit trade of tli. United
States to China and Japan as compared with 1!05 has
led
to considerable
misunderstanding.
The United
Kingdom and other nations have suffered similar losses,
Kingdom ad other nations have suffered similar losses,
showing that there was nothing peculiar in the decrease
in American exports.
As has been explained in consular reports, the ex
ports in l!tii" wen- - abnormally Isirse , owing to the lack
of all kinds of merchandise i.i Manchuria, causeel by
the war. There was a rush after th' war te fill the
gap. ami that caitse'il a large- incie-asein the- imports,
itut normal conditions have now followed, and while
the importations have fallen off, they still remain above
tbe normal of
preceding the war.
For the eight months ending with August, liitjii
the exports from tin. Unite-States to China were in
value $.'2,:!lt).21tj. cs compared with $ IJ.It'.Ml.itliii in the
corresponding months of 1Hii:. Hut tile Iirgest exports
in any 'preceding year were $ 7,013.84 S in
shew
ing that the exports this year art IS.OnO.oou greater lr
eight months than they were in any year preceding
lJt0.r.
Tlie exports to Japan for the eight months
$20,752,377, as compared with $:!!), 174. 082 in
the' eight months of 19).".
Hut only once before', and
that in lflur were the exports to Japan for the corres
ponding time greater than they were this year, while
in 1901-and up to and Including 19o4 they were very
much less than for 1'JuG.
The exports to Asia aud
for the eight months ef this year were in value
01, .175, which was much larger than in any year
preceding 1905, but In themonths of 1905 the
exports aggregated $1 0,225. t;ti3. Departim-n- t
ef Com
meri-and Labor nulletln.

SECOND

N.

WILLIAM MclNTOSH, President

$,

1

SOLOMON.

lire'-

"Ititnds

-

liliiKfl

iijiiiiU)(M;;4

wilh the foot"

The llexible sole Red Ctoss
Shoe is comfort a ble froth
the start.
The burning and aching
:aused by stiff soles and the
;vils of thin soles are presented by the Red Cross. It
;nables a woman to be on hei
!eet for hours at a time with
:omfort. "
A stylish
sioe that's

absolutely

iv--

MclMTOSH HARDWARE CO.
CARftES, O. D.

Elks' Theatre

Scientific Optician

Special Christinas

XKOOOOCKOOCK0OC)0000X)0000

Si, ltd
mules, all in a row, with
fatmt Oil Mini,
hung rows and rows of
bi'lls. liugl d in merry unison as l!ie-pulled faithfully
at I'm- heavily laden. highwht-- led.
carts Dxfords,
i;h Mieir load of enrthenwear or wine casks. Iiung
ie.3.50 and $;t.oo
from a swi.iging plat form bene-ai.- i
the axle- as well as
pib-ihinh above it.
The drivers with their savage
iio.;s sal lazily, curling their long laslie-- .lot only around
$4 00 and $3 . 50
Ihe
of their own patient beasts, but most generLet
ously ilUii iliutini; 'i heir efforts " all i assing animals.
fit yov..
small donkeys loaded with water casks, live
SEE
try
fioni a nearby
ion. passed bv I.i sinWILLIAM CHAPLIN
Hietile, all
ii'd by ihelr liintnsiie little liarni ss.'s
121 We it Railroad Ave.
eif braided straw rope-- , Willi red and
worsieel pat Albuquerque
New Mexico
eif

as many as
from

five-

A'a.

-

s

r- -

-- r

.)

First Time West, 'of the Great

'

"ANITA"

wins

anil duSKling purpU ixmipoas.
Well ordere-olive proves. (he trees with their
Knurled a.nl twisted trunks wilhereel and scaned, hut
forth slioens of mi-- n branches, line-ither ile
eif ihe road, and as we left the
or the town
We keep the quality of our bread
us the country
siixhtly rolling. Tlu herbUKe
to the highest. This is possible
up
Ki'iw scantily on the parched earth, plowe-and pulverized by the- - Romans. In n by the Moors, und now by using;
by a people whose iusiiiu-- t e.f piilaiv- - is
stronnT than its
The Best Flour,
desire fur deve loiime-nt- .
The sayly bed' cke-The Best Labor,
little biasls sleed patie ntly
waiii.iK. with lai'K heavy saddles, when KerniMid.) and
The Best Methods,
I
entered the inn yard early ihe next morniiiK. A
fi inned blanket shave
folded in a lim roll was thrown not only in mixing; and baking, but
over ach pumm. I. iheends darling fantastically also in taking- care of and selling
around the fore
Anoihe r heavy blanket was fold
the bread. If you want the best
over the- saddle scat, from which huiiK the nay
saddle-baK-- .
From
bridles hung long you'll have to use Balling's Bread.
snips of tasseled leather, which fell eive-- the- feirchead
PIONEER BAKERY,
aud nose, a prot.M to die- cruel,
Hies. K r
3 07 MOUTH riRBT BTRCKT.
naudo's stirrups wcu- yellow and mine were green,
as In- - handed me an
k to make
hurry,"
Atk for JAFFA S KRACK KREAI
I diluted
my little steed and led the way out
BREAG and take no othar.
of ihe- inn yard, down the- - wideand under
the I'uerto eli I Toledo, out on the hard wiiite smxjtli
Teiil. t s,.s
a. Hint Riailev
f an
t;oeriime-ii- t
mad oStlinl. - Kdwaid l' nlleld, iu Se ribner. lUa.snii.i !.!,. piicea. At Huppe'is,

We Keep It Up

I

I

e

The Singing Girl.

M,

-

-

r

COAL

One of the Best Offer- ings of the Season
Full Scenic Equipment

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
$8.50
PER TON
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
$6.50
PER TON

and Special Electrical Effects

Matinee l't ices, 25c ami ;oc

WOOD

Xilit,

-

-

pive-luent-

.

S.

502 SOUTH

50c, 75c ami $1.

e)ii

Dee--

.

24, ul

lionk

H

Thos. F. Keleher
,

FIRST STREET.

ut Mulsun'ri

bale'

Steiro Meiinlay,

Beavcn

Headquarters for Low Prices
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
'
Brushes and Jap-a-la40SW. Railroad Avnut
c.

We do It right. ROUGH DRY.
perial l.auuelry Co.

Atk for JAFFA'S KRACK
takt no other.

BREAD and

8 W. R. R, Ave.

P. MATTEUCCI
Boot and shoemaker. Custom work
to order. Repairing a specialty. Prices

reasonable;

satisfaction guaranteed.
North First Street

PIONEER BAKERY
SIMON

BA1XINO, Proprietor
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

WEDDING

CAKES

A

SPECIALTY.

We desire patronage and we guar-

THE
NEAR

ELITE

ROOMING

HOUSE

POSTOFFICC AND DEPOT

No. 118 West Silver Avenue.
O. E. GALLOWAY.
Manager.
MUSIC LESSONS.
Prof. N. DIM a 10, the violinist,
Sives lessons on the violin and nian-- 1
ilulln. Guaranteed
to be the hebt
Anyone ile
In Albuquerque.
s.i in 1; lessons address general delivery, city.
11

Stats

BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
$2.25 AND $2.75
FOR

John

1 1

antee first class baking.
South First Street. Albuquerqu.

-

-

-

EYES TESTED FREE
CORRECT FIT GUARANTEED
114 Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N.

Transactions

Guaranteed
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v.

Association Offlc

ROSENFIEID'S,

TUESDAY, DEC. 25

-

e

R.R.

BOUGHT, SOLO
EXCHANGED

AND

K

l'"iia;4L-men-t

Matinee and Night

poul-i-Mi-

sits

TICKETS

Cm;:

whle--

t.--

TV

in Albuquerque
See Ours

C. H.

TQtnfortable

00XX)00000X)0000X)000000
cams

-
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g HOW PEOPLE GET ABOUT
g
IN PARTS OF OLD SPAIN
liead-dresse-- s.

T. C. NEAD, Treasurer and Manager

LL'NA,

For the
Best Line of
Y

rmjNts

n

-

Oce-ani-

O. W. STRONG'S SONS !

Furniture, Rugs, Crockery and Glassware. :: Second & Copper

breaking in
needed

OOOOOOOOOOOCXXX

popoew-in- g

Morris

Tables,

FRUIT CAKE,
PLUM

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo oo

ALMONDS,
BRAZILS,

SOME PECULIAR FACTS
IN OUR ORIENT TRADE

I

Best
find In o

be

Sweets.
WALNUTS,

0000000C00XX0

;av

in

o
o
o
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THE TERRITORY
Call and inspect our stock. We
can how you many new things
for your Christmas dinner and
suggest to you the most acceptable gifts.
Our stock of Fruits and Nuts is
complete. We have
TABLE CLUSTER
FANCY
RAISINS, in large bunches,
25c
per lb
FANCY LAYER RAISINS.. 20c
pound
SEEDED RAISINS,
12', ic
package
CURRENTS, imENGLISH
ported, well cleaned, pound
package
12'2c
IN

-

ln-e-

Colorado Spring
One of 'he- lieiiwr
papers which Is running a charily liuiiau this Chris' mas
llie-things in your
hay: "Ids up the nt-oft
j;h"l." Sui h iiuek will not make
will make some;

Christmas Novelties oo

o
o
o
o
many other Christmas remembrances a man or boy
It matters not
o
may receive,
never seem like a truly Christmas to hlra unless
give him a tie.
o
Neckwear
always an Important and an almost
o
part
Christmas.
man's
o
o
o
Our Christmas Necfcw. ,i
o
We're showing the finest Neckwear productions of the
o
Choice, exclusive styles, that you'll not
able to
o
We selected our Holiday Neckwear with great rare aud have tne sort
o
a man delights to wear.
o
We've every correct shape and coloring.
o
o
o
o Special
Japanese Lounging Robes
o
o
o
Special Prices
o
o
o SHOES
It will

GOODS,
CHRISTMAS
THINGS TO EAT,

nip-rin-

-

tat'

YOU HEADY
FOR CHRISTMAS 7

We have the

The gold from which thimbles are made is bought
at a United States eubtreasury in the form of snug little Ingots, brick shaped and 2V4 laches long and 1V4
Inches thick, says the Chicago Chronicle. Knch one contains of pure gold, 21 carats fine, metal of the value of

Many of the papers of the country are advocating the
maintenance at Washington of a "people's lobby," to look
after the Interests of the people. To The Citizen thlB
seems like folly lun to seed. Any lobby at Washington
should be forbidden by severe legal penalities fearlessly
enforced. Then, too, congress itself should be the only
lobby the people need.
They are sent to Washington
for the sole aud exclusive purpose of looking after the
people's Interests this and nothing more.
if they fail
to accomplish this purpose, then let the people see that
they are compelled to do so. Let the people assume the
right to nominate and elect by direct vote United States
senators. Then let them assume, the initiative, to tell
congress what they want, und the referendum to determine whether congress has carried out their wishes.
Then give them the power to recall any legislator, from
the lowest to the highest, who fails to represent the
wishes and interests of his constituents.
What need,
then, would there be for a people's lobby?

f

"Good Ihings to

tooooocxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxoxot

interpretation."

-

Grocery Comp'y.

Gold of this fineness would be much too soft for
thimbles, and It Is alloyed down to 14 carats, la which
condition It is rolled Into sheets of suitable thickness.
In the first process of manufacture a sheet of this gold
is run into a machine, which cuts out of It a disk In
size sufficient to form a thimble, the same machine
stamping this disk also Into the form of a straightsldt d
capsule with Irregular edges.
Then the thimble blank goes Into another machine,
In which tin- - die stamps it Into its conical shape.
Out
of this machine It goes Into an nanrallng furnace for
'
and from that into nn ncbl biilii for cleaning
and the removal of the fire coating.
Then the thimLle is put into a lathe to bo turned
down to is final shape nnd dimensions.
With lepeUnl applications of the tool the operator
brings the crown of the thimble Into Its perfect form and
cuts down aloug the thimble sides to bring the walls
of the thimble to the requisite thickness, defines and
finishes the smooth band that runs around the lower
part of the thimble and briugs into rellif the rounded
rim that encircbs the thimble at its opening, at once to
give I a finishing ornamental grace there and to stiffen
g
it. The
little gold shavings that he cuts off
in flitse various operations all fall into a canvas trough.
lt lacks yet the familiar indentations In Its surface
that serve to supjort the needle and to hold it In place.
These the thimble maker now proceeds to make. It Is
done with a tool called a knurle. An end knurle is simply a handle having set in it 3 tiny, thin, revolving
wheel of steel whose periphery is a continuous encircling row of little hoses or k"obs corresponding in size
to the little Indentations to be made. The side knurlo
has In place of such a wheel a little steel cylinder of a
length sufficient to cover that section of the: thimble
that is to be indented ou its sides, this cylinder having knobs nil over its surface as the end knurle wheel
has around its edges, and turning, like tin wheel, on
its axis.
The thimble in the lathe is turning at 2,.riiiu revolutions a minute, and it seems as if the application to its
surface of any sort of tool with protuberances on it must
lot of Irregu-lu- r
leave there only a jangled and mlxcd-umarks, nut now, with the end knurle, the thimble-make- r
makes an indention in the center of the top of thrthimble and tin n proceeds rapidly and with perfect certainty with the end knurle to describe around that center concentric rings of indentaions, with the indentaspaced from the- center of the eireuni-f- i
tions all perfee-tlrence of the lop.
You may see him do this, hut you can't tell how
he is able to do it. And then with the sid j knurle he
make's the indentations In the side of the thimble, making them as well, Ds he deftly presses the tool against
it, indentations that run absolutely uniform anil true
and that end at their lower edge in a perfectly true
e.iclrcling line.

s

THE JAFFA o

THIMBLE IS MADE jj

f

The rational postal department bus made a ruling
that all letters addressed to Santa Claua and placed in
the mail, must lie gent to the dead letter office at Washington. This, says the Springfield, Mass., Republican,
"will also negative the efforts made by sympathetic men
and women of means to enable postofflce officials to gratify such childish requests. Red tape is to stop all that
foolishness. A rich women in New York called on Postmaster Wilcox recently, and in the name of the charitable
society which she represented, asked that letters directed
to Santa Claus bo turned over to her and she would see
that the wishes expressed by the writers of such letters
ware met. It was the painful duty of the New York
official under the ruling of the department to say that
he was without authority to do this thing. The postofflce
department can not find any way by which letters addressed to a person and place that do not exist can be
delivered to real persons, with real abiding places.
There is a good deal of nonsense about this strict official

,
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HOW MY LADY'S COLD

8ATURDAY, DECEMBER 22, 19X.

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOPOOOOOOOOOOOOOOPOOOOOOOOO

John Spror died the other day In Colorado. He bore
the distinction of having established the first paper ever
Issued In the then territory of Kansas.

RECALLING SOME HISTORY

CITIZEN.

EVENING

Im-

KREAM
,

FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE,
TON'S DRUG STORE.

WAL-

ALBUQUERQUE NOVELTY WORliS
Is the place to get
BICYCLES FOR CHRISTMAS.
for the Cei'.umbia, Ramble-- ,
leveland, Tribune and Crescent
Hirycles.
F. S. IIOPPINC,
321 South Second

Auonts

SATURDAY,

USE

MAY

TYPHOID FEVER STILL

NEW

'PHONES

at

KEMOVE

the date now set for
ho cbanKii.K from the old telephone
fystema to the new. Oa January 27
in the morning, by a simple twist of
the wrist, Manager Uraham wlil Rtart
the wires of WOO new phones sinRinR,
oae to the other, nnd four pretty
"hello" girls will take their main at
the new electrical exchanpe board
in the lew telephone bulldlnm to nee
that ttafl subscribers net what they
want. Telephony girls are always vevy
gpnerona little souls.
"Give me the Alvarado, please," is
not as unoommon request of the
"hello" girl. Of course the person at
the pliose only wants Telephonic
and the central girl responds.
Five expert elKtriclans are install
ing the new phones at. the rate of
twenty a day. Fully U5o are already
;ip and Manager Graham figures that
the remainder of the H'lo ran be
ty the time specified.
The installing of the electrical
which is being done by the
Western Rlectrical company, will b
completed within a week. Kvery
phono, wire, screw and nail being
used in the construction of the new
system is freb from the factory.
27 Is

Following closely upon the outbreak of crime and lawkaMiess so recently engaging the attention of the
citizens of El Paso, comes the news
fever,
of an epidemic of typhoid
which, to quote frem an article in
evening's
Kl Paso News, has allast
ready "est several hundred human
lives." The blame for the deplorable
conditions which have brought this
about Is attributed by some directly
to the board of health, others to the
common council and still others to
the negligence of Joe Kseojeda. recently apopinted to the Important
office of street commissioner, ovi r the
almost universal protest of the citizens,
in the confusion caused by
conflicting statements of the various
parties to the discussion, only one
point seems to be entirely clear, and
that is that on the part of some one
there has been so gross a neglect of
duty in the matter of cleaning the
streets, alleys and pest holes of the'
charge of
town as to' Justify the
criminal dereliction.
Last night at a meeting of the Pass
City council the matter came to a
hea'd in the appropriation of money
for the employment of six additional
for the board of health to
whom will be given police authority
in order that they may compel immediate compliance with the city ordinance designed to prevent the accumulation of Olth and disease-breedin- g
While the action
matter.
i is welcome even
at tills late date,
therei is a disposition on the part of
the citizens to blame the board of
health for not exercising the
powers
they were
with
which
equipped :t a time when heroic action by them would have resulted in
the salvation of many valuable lives.

TINSLtY GREETS SOIL
ENTHUSIASTICALLY HERE
SOIL PHYSICIST
BELIEVES RIO
GRANDE
VALLEY
BETTER
ADAPTED TO IRRIGATION.

To urge the farmers of Bernalillo
county and the Rio Grande valley
to organize for their mutual success
in tilling the Roil and to exchange
ideas oa experiment and discuss their
problems, Prof. .1. n. Tinsley of
Park, soil physicist of the experi
mental station of the New Mexico
College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts',' addressed a mteting of farmers
and business men who are interested
in the advancement of agricultural
pursuits at the Commercial club t'nls
aftc raoon.
The meeting, which was called at, 3
o'clock, was Intended to take preliminary 6tcps toward permanent organization of a society which will meet
at least once a year.
Professor Tinsley came to Albuquerque from I.as Vegas, where he
has taken the same matter up with
the farmers. He has been well revived generally throughout the north"
ern part'of the territory, having Instigated the mutual ienefit societies at
different iolnts. The project has
been laid before the farmers of Union,
Quay, Colfax and San Miguel counties
aad Professor Tinsley has received
flattering encouragement in his efforts
to get the soil tillers united.
He believes irrigation the best lan
for raising crops in the Rio Grande
valley. The professor declares that
the experiment station will do most
anything for the farmers but the prob"
km of working out their best interests Is up to those whom hr desires
with the agricultural ex
to
periment station iu Its work.
Me-sill- a

a

American Smelters
Amalgamated Copper
American Smelters
American Car Foundry
Atchison, common
Aiuconda
Canadian Pacific
Colorado Fuel
Erie, comnioa
l.ouisvJllf and Nashville
Missouri Pacific
Mexican Central
National Lead
New York Central
Norfolk
Ontario & Western
Pennsylvania
Reading common
Rock Island common
Southern Pacific
St. Paul
Southern Railway
Pacific

.

EPHANT.

.......

... .143

.'

S. S. common
T. S. S. pfd
LT.

Greene Con
Santa Fe Copper

GO TO WHITNEY COMPANY FOR
NICE GIFTS AS WELL AS USEFUL.

IN

BUS HOTEL.

nk

c:l

H O A!
WSanta
Claus

& CO.

Don't be in a
Before closing up your pack be sure
and call in the Vann Jewelry company's Store. You will find just what
you need to finish up with; Fine
Watches, Rings, Pins, Chains, Sliver,
ware, Cut Class and China, and the
swellest line of Toilet and Manicure
Sets you ever saw. They are all new
goods, too, just in: so

Waterman's Ideal FountainPens
suitable gift for any man. Nothing is nmre useful and practical
We show them in a great variety from

$2 to $15.00
Wonderland of Toys
Bring the children to see our great steick, they'll solve the question
as to what to get every want we can supply from the Inexpensive
to the very best grades of imported toys, mechanical or otherwise.

DO NOT FORGET

Leather Goods of Quality
article

we show

price asked.

this season has had our best attention.
we guarantee to be the best possible value

i)i

HURRY!

111

This ebpartment

.... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

A

Every
for the

New Things In
Card Cases. Art Goods, Pillow Tops, Hand Bags, Wallets, Purses,
Hang Bag Sets, Hangers, Book Covers, etc.

VANnIeWELRY

THE

CO.

INVESTIGATE!

Christmas

.

All those purchtislng u svliolarnhip in nny of our day courses between now nnd January 1, 1907, will receive a 10 per cent discount
from the regular price. Kater at once. We can secure you a position
when ready for it.
COURSES IN SHORTHAND, BOOKKEEPING. TYPEWRITING ENG.
LSH AND SPANISH.
x&e&ii3liiX

IN
DINNER
REALLY
IS

IS AT THE COLUM-

ARE RIGHT.

THE USUAL CHICKEN DINNER
AT THE COLUMBUS
HOTEL, TO- MORPOW.
THOSE WHO HAVE
BEEN THERE NEED NO FURTHER

13 A V

W. MORRIS

Library Building, Albuquerque, New Mexico

205 Railroad Avenue.

W.

WATCHES
SILVERWARE

DIAMONDS

JEWELRY

AX!) NIGHT SCHOOL

of the Albuquerque Business College

; JEWELER

RICH CUT GLASS

r.

MILIKEN, President.

XMAS
Souvenir Crockery

WE SELL

THE QUALITY THAT
WEARS.
AT THE LOWEST PRICES

Bart let t

vie wa

Mrs S. B. Miller.

'

() Holy Night"
Adams
"Behold I Brin,? You Glad Tidings".
Ha w ley
The public is cordially invited to all

Church Broadway
First Baptist
and Lead avenue. Sunday school at
9:50 a. hi. J. A. Hammond, superln- tendent. Public worship at 11 a. m.
and 7:30 p. m. with sermons bv the'
pastor. .1 W. T. McNiH. Young Peo- pie's meeting at C:45 p. m.
Organ Prelude Hallehejih Chorus
from "Messiah"
Hard
Hymn "Joy to the World"
:
From Handel
Anthem "Arise, Shiue"
Fred C. Mak.r
Mr. Jas. H. Collister, Miss Hale,
Soloists.
Hyiiin' lirightesl and Best o the'

We Lead in the
j

j

Fresh Every Day. Call
and ask to see our special boxes.
They are winners.
POST CARDS, PILLOW TOPS

C.

& Co.
Borradaile
117 IV. Gold

j

WORK

P. Sclwtt

WW?'

Ave.

Diamond Business
All our diamonds are left on loans and unredeemed,
enabling us to sell cheaper than our competitors can
buy. We get them at our own price, you get the
benefit.

uonvenience - uomiori - security
telephone

The

lighter,

duties

O
W
BROKER
( I

n-

c-

- I l i

I

For Your Christmas Table
Sterling Silver
Elegant Carving Sets

The telephone preserve! your
health, prolongs your life and
protect your lom.
IN

YOUR

HOMI

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

O'RIELLY & CO.
J. H. LEADING
DRUGGISTS"- --.

JSl

DIAMOND
K fi i I r i ti

the
less,

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

to suit all tastes, all purses

YA

makes

the cares

and the worries fewer.

All Sizes, All Prices,

Made

DRAWN

Club

Household Goods of Every Description

Christmas Candy

MEXICAN

or

Alvarado, Cathedral, Commercial

services.

I

PER CENT DISCOUNT

10

and

TURES. JUST RECEIVED.
THEY
AT THE WHITE ARE SWELL AND THE PRICES

Gibson to call at
ttuvoy nun I and k. e niuht clerk: tin
ponn::t.

WANTED-Fra-

Comelearly and get best selection.

ALBERT FABER

That we know will meet with your highest admiration.
Highly instructive and interesting
just what you want you'll find here,
T
all moderately priced. Many new games slieiwn for the first time
this season.

i

HO-

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

ii

A CHRISTMAS SHOWING

:

WHILE DOWN TOWN EVENINGS
LOOKING FOR NICE THINGS FOR
XMAS, DON'T FAIL TO DROP IN AT
DINNER
TAKE YOUR SUNDAY
THE RELIANCE ELECTRIC CO..
AT
HOTEL. 208i2
COLUMBUS
THE
WEST GOLD AVENUE, AND
THE SEE THEIR
CHICKEN AND DUMPLINS
NEW LINE OF FIXMENU.
FREE LUNCH
ELEPHANT.

KEE

.

BUT

.

ON
MATS
BARNETT BUILOINQ

Am

First Methodisct Episcopal Church
2f;1
Rev. J. C. Rollins, l. D.. pastor The
72
.Sunday school mee-t- at 9:45. A very
'
129
punctual attendance is
Strang"
W1
ers cordially welcomed.
47 Vi
Morning worship at 11, with sermo;i
Kit!5
by pastor. "The Meaning of Christ13 3 Mi mas."
There will he special music by
2!)l2 the chedr.
92 V4
Epworth League nie'cts at
ITiU
sh?rp. All are welcome,
32
The evening s rvlce will be largely
17!H4 musical with a hi
address hy t'ue
47
pastor.
Wi
The following musical numbers will
'
be rendered at the evening service:
4 "n
"The Hush of Ninlit Hah Fallen"..
511.-- .
Sim nee
1!S
"The re Were Shepherds''
lo9',2
Simper
34
"
Little Town of Bethlehem"

FRESH-KILLEYOUNG,
EVER COME
TO THE COLUMBUS
HOTEL TABLES. GIVE THE GOOD WIFE A
HOLIDAY BY TAKING YOUR FAMILY THERE FOR DINNER

FIRST-CLASS-

THE BEST 35 CENT DINNER
THE CITY, AT THE COLUMBUS
TEL TOMORROW.

O.

93i

CHICKENS

for
Com p. Syrup of Eucalyptus,
THE ONLY
toughs, cedds, bronchitis, price 5oc. At THE CITY
THAT

Kupp'6.

Broadway

:

Metal Market.
New York. Dec . 22. Copper
unchange'd.
lead quiet

NONE

EE

Church

Morning service at 11 o'clock. Topic
of sermon "No Room for the Christ."
A topic specially
adapted to the
ChrlstnnH soasein. Musical selections
by the choir as follows:
Organ Prelude Prosessional.
Mr. Reynolds
Baritone Solo
Offertory.
Mrs. Howard Clark
Solo
Organ Postlnde Resessions!.
Mr. Washburn, chorister. Mrs.
erganlst.
Y. P. S. C. h. at C: 30. At 7:30 a
Christmas concert will be given by
the children of the Sunday school.
This program has been under the able
direction of Mrs. Pry ad will be of
interest to ;U who attend.

Spelter.
A
IF YOU WANT
TO ENJOY
St. Louis. D'C 22. Sieller .sie.idy
GOOD SUNDAY DINNER, GO TO
THE ZEIGER'S CAFE RESTAUR- $i;.r2 4.
ONLY FIFTY
ANT TOMORROW.
TO THE
TAKE YOUR FAMILY
CENTS.
HOTEL FOR THEIR
COLUMBUS
BOY'S TOOL CHESTS. WHITNEY SUNDAY DINNER.
EVERYTHING
COMPANY.
CLEAN AND FRESH; GOOD SERVICE AND CHICKEN TO EAT.
PRATT'S, INTERNATIONAL, DR.
HESS AND CLARK'S AND WIL- TONIGHT! TONIGHT! TONIGHT!
AND
POULTRY
BURS STOCK
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
E. W.
FEE, 602 SOUTH ELEPHANT.
FOOD.
FIRST STREET.

0

Congregational

at the cast end of viaduct. Rev. J. W.
Barren, pastor. Sunday school at 9:43.

a 2 Va

Calumet ft Arizona
North Butte
'
Butte Coal
OUT TO BEN BOTHE Nipissing
12'v,
Hi'4
Shannon
Total sabs of stock SM.uito.
Ben Hot he is now the sole proprietKansas City Livestock.
or of the Zeigrr Cafe saloon. 15. B.
re
Kansas City. Dec. 22. Calt'e
Quickel having withdrawn from the
tlrui. The 6ale took place last night. ceipts I.eOO including loo southerns;
The consideraitlon U held private. Mr. market steady. Native steers $4.00
5.00;
$3.00
Quickel says that he is undecided as ti.50; southern steers
to wiat his next business move will southern cows $2.0O(fi3.2o; native
be. Quickel & Hot he have bee.i pro- cows and heifers $2.O0(?r5.10; stockers
prietors of the Zelger Cafe for ten and feeders $2.0M.50; bulls $2.40
4.s; calves, $3.00'6.r0; western fed
years.
steers, $3.50(15.50; western fed cows,
THE NUT SAt E OF THE ALBU- $2.25?4.0O.
S'iiep receipts none. Market nomiQUERQUE CASH GROCERY
WILL
nal steady. Muttons $4.50fc 5.50; lanibs
CONTINUE UNTIL MONDAY.
range wethers $4.BO8
$H.OOfi7.50;
J. W. ANDERSON, BROADWAY & ti.25; fed ewes $3.505.15.
RAILROAD, ON MONDAY MORNING
Money Market.
WE WILL RECEIVE BY EXPRESS
York. Dec. 22. I'rime mercanGRAPES, PINE APPLES, STRAW- tileNew
p:per Gifiti1 per cent; silver KHMj.
BERRIES, HEAD LETTUCE. CAULIFLOWER, RADISHES, CUCUMBERS Moiiev on call nemlnal; no loans.
AND A LOT OF OTHER GOOD
St. Louis Wool Market.
THINGS TO EAT. COME AND SEE
Wool steady:
St. Louis, D'C.
US.
hanged.
TAKING-FR- EE
YOURS
FOR
THE
LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL

,

-

B. ft 0
B. It. T

Union

nomical buyers all through
our store. o x
h o

P 1'

CURIOS

Munsical Program Sunday Morning.
Organ Prelude Oloii.i
Mozart
112
Hymn "Hark, the- 11. raid
Angels
149 Vi
Sing"
42
Schilling
Anthem Te Ileum
lOl'b
Quartet.
280
Offertory
Mend lsohn
119
Evening.
7'J
Organ Voluntary in F
Muller
194V2 "Savior Again to Thy Dear Name"
I.ysbcrg Bracket t
Sli
42
.
... Full
Chorus.
1

SAM

-

First Presbyterian Church Corner
Fifth street and Silver avenue. Rev. 'J
Hugh A. Cooper, pastor. Services at
11 a. in. and 7:30 p. m. Morning theme,
Following market letter and quota- "The
I'nspenkable
tiift." Evening
tions received by F. J. Graf & Co., thtme. "The Human Christ." Sunday
Correspondents for Logan & Bryan, school at 9:43 a. m. Christmas tree,
over their private wires:
treat and exercises on Moulav even-ing- .
NEW YORK STOCKS.

Your choice either in golden
oak or weathered oak finish.
Many similar snaps for eco-

i

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

Old Dominion

SELLS

Northeast corner;

-

age-nt- s

YOURS
FOR
THE TAKING-FRLUNCH AT THE WHITE

Regular Price $1.00

Gold avenue and Broadway, Ernest E. Scripture

Ine Ordinances to be Klgidly Ene
forced by Six New Appointees
Citizens to

..

Just Like Cut

Mozart
Sons of the Morning"
Reading .
Prayer.
Crawford, minister.
Gounod
Sunday school at 10 a. m.
Benediction
The Christmas exercises of the Anthem Hosanua In the Highest.,
,
school will take place. Monday even-Toms
Ing.
"Adrste Fidelea"
Norello
Ptvaching at 11 a. in. and 7:30 p. m.' Offertory im Two Christmas Hymns
O- -Guilniant
Trio "There Were Shepherds"....
Immaculate Conception Church
Lynes
Sunday. The 23. Fourth Sunday of
Mrs. Hale, Misses Hale and Reed,
Advent. Early mass at 7. High mass
and sermon at 9:30. Evening service Hymn "Hall, Thou I.ong Expected
Mason
Jesus"
and conference on religion, at 7:30.
Monday night, Christmas night, sol- Sermon
Rev. .1. T. McNiel
Hymn
emn service, commencing nt 11:45.
Hail to the Lords Anoint- Tuesday, Christmas day, early mass
Webb
d"
at 7. High mass and sermon at 9:3ii. Organ Postlnde Alleluia . .... Dubois ' Sessions 10 to 12, 2.30 to 30 and 7.30 to
i
Gideon, Oiganlst.
llosa Futre-ll.
10 30 P. M.
. .
.
. .
St. Paul's Lutheran Church Corner
Good Music and no charge for instruction.
of Sixth street and Silver avenue, Rev" PILES CURED IN S TO 14 DAYS.
Ernest Moser, pastor.
PAZO OINTMENT la guaranteed to
Sunday school at 9:30 a. m.
cure any case of Itching. Blind. BleedChristmas service with German ser- ing or Protruding Piles In C to 14
mon at H a. m.
days or money refunded. BOc.
Chinese, Japanese, Indian and
Holy communion after the morning
Mexican
THE SUNDAY DINNERS OF THE
service.
In the evening at 7:30 Christmas iCOLUMBUS HOTEL ARE RAPIDLY
THE BIG WEEKLY 2IS S.
Praise," a beautiful Christmas service BECOMING
Second Street,
Albuquerque, N, M.
EVENT OF ALBUQUERQUE.
will he used by our Sunday school.
The offering will be given to the
MY ENTIRE LINE OF TOYS
Iron beds, mattresses, couch covers.
AT
lKard of education of the Lutheran lKirtiers.
"HAW-LECOST.
117 Gold avenue. Borridaile
ON THE COR
church general synod.
NER."
You are cordially invited to attend ft Co.
the services.

Christian Church

PEST HOLES

FIVE

Only $.50 For Tabourette,

Kill Rtnder a Vocal Selection

Board.
ED MUST

E. B. QUICKEL

MR. REYNOLDS

News

Uto

Council Gives Police Authority to Agents of Health

Opera House Roller Rink

Religions

PASO

PAGE

Couples Night at

i

Where

RAGESJ El

JAN. 27

New Boxes Are Going Up
Rate of Twenty a Day
Throughout City.

January

EVENING CITIZES.

ALBUQUERQUE

DECEMBER 22, 1900.

mtm'

Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

i i

Roger's Triple Plate
Rich Cut Glass

20

BARNETT, Prop'r.

West Railroad

Avenue

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

8 AMPLC A NO
CLUB ROOMS

"Merry Christmas and Happy New Year"

Christmas Cigars
LEADING JEWELERS

THE DIAMOND PALACE

RAILROAD AVENUE, NEAR FIRST STREET

EXPLANATION.

i)

25 in a

B

Kirster Bros., Manufacturers
60S South Second Street

r

ALBUQUERQUE

PACE SIX

RUSMNGlH

PIONEER MEEKER NATION

mi nnrnnn

UN UKtBuN

" Mil

0Nlr

ISLAND

CITIZEN.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 22,

ACKACHE

PACIFIC COAST

MADLY ON TO

EVENING

THE CHRISTMAS

"I wrote you for advice," writes Lelia Hagood, j
Term., "about my terrible backache and
Sylvia,
of
monthly pains in my abdomen and shoulders. I
had suffered this way nine years and five doctors r
hud failed to relieve me. On your advice I aook
Wine of Cardui, which at once relieved my pains
am entirely cured. I am sure that
and now
Cardui saved my life."

PRESENT STORE

!

PROSPERING

ITSJUIN

EarthTraveling Back East As He Such Is the Note of Warning Connected With Last
of
Interest
quake and
Sounded by Several
Old a Half Century Ago
to Science.
Noted Statesmen.
Over Same Old Road.

-

It is a

safe and reliable remedy for all female

Special Correspondence.
di -- eases, such as peri22. There Is
Seattle, Wash.,
FREE ADVICE
napy up in tiering sea,
a
odical pains, irregulariWrite in a Irtttr dmrlbinc all
a baby that, although only a few
your ivmptom. und we will rtl you
ty, dragging down senmonths old, smokes vigorously all
envelope.
free AJvke. In plain
day and all night. The baby Is being
Addres: LJteV AJvlwry Department,
dizheadache,
sations,
TheCtultanuoga
MeJk
ChattaineO..
America,
men
by
wise
of
the
studied
nooga, Tenn.
J1J
who will make an image of him and
etc.
backache,
ziness,
show htm at the Alaska Yukon-Pacifiexposition, which is to be held in the
summer of 190!, to exploit Alaska
At Every Drug Store in $ 1 .00 bottles. Try it.
and to encourage Oriental trade. By
thought,
will
1990, the baby, it la
have cooled off sufficiently to permit
the wise men to look him over at
short range. Just now he is very hot
and disagreeable.
The baby is a chip off the obi
OF
bock, if you can call the continent
of America a block, and he Is about
the cutest little Island that ever pokHe
ed his head out of the ocean.
was born about the time of the San
Francisco earthquake, and that hor
rible disturbance had something to
do with his coming to be.
The island was discovered by the
crew or me revenue cutter perry,
which came near bumping into his
babykins, for the chart showed clear
water where the island stood. When
the cutter came near, the little brat
was smoke.
was smoking. There
black, horrid smoke, pouring from the
cracks of his skull and his hair was
burning. The cutter sailed wlthia half
a mile and then backed away, for
atmosphere was hot from melted lava.
They named his babykins Perry wund. Perry island will be shown on
the next chart as a mass of lava, 4To
feet high and 7oo feet in length at
45
miles
the base. It Is situated
southeast of Dutch Harlior, Alaska.
Study.
When the Island was first observ
"The whole country is in a state ed, last June, great clouds of smoke
and vapor hovered about it, and the
of more or less congestion, in the individual case as well as In the or water for several hundred feet all
ganized or corporate case," continued around was boiling. The sides of the
Mr. Knapp. "There is a condition of fissures, through which the smoke
Inefficiency, resulting from demands poured, and the lava adjoining for
which exceed present capacity. A several Inches, are covered with sul
railroad performs excellent service up phur. On top of the great mass of
to the limit of Its capacity, but If lava there is a small crater, from
required to furnish 25 per cent more which smoke and lava and jets of
service than it Is prepared for, its fire were issuing when the Perry left
whole work Is carried on at disad- it on September 15. Since that time.
vantage with Increased expenses per It Is reportisl, the crater bus ceased
First Mrs. McCutcheon sent a deunit, and with more or less demorali to be active, but fresh eruptions may
"Mrs. Bent stole the lace from
mand for the lace.
occur at nny time.
zation
my dressmaking parlors. I saw 4
This was ignored.
"Similarly the individual who Is
Into the
A scientific examination
her conceal it In her sticking. I
training and fitted for a given output cause of tho upheaval of Perry island
Then Mrs. McCutcheon made a trip
w as
4
at
time
nttounded
that
the
of work will perform his accustomed is to le made, for the mass of lava
to Mrs. Bent's home.
I
nothing."
of
said
Statement
task with entire satisfaction. But if has Interested Uncle Sam's experts.
Denial after denial by Mrs. Bent
Mrs. W". A. McCutcheon, Oakland
continuously pressed with a consider A model of the phenomenon will be
modiste.
4 did not stop the Inquiry and Mrs. Mc
able excess beyond what he Is habit- on exhibition at the Alaska-YukoCutcheon persisted.
ually reaulred to meet, he, like the Pacific exposition. Tho United States
Then Mrs. Bent declared that she
railroad, goes into a stato of dimin will take a prominent part in the big
would pay the dressmaker for the
San Kranclsco, Cal., Dec. 22.
ished energy and discouragement, and fair, and a specially will be made of
missing article.
so does his work per unit with great Interesting exhibits
from the far ciety in the many cities about
This offer was also refused.
friction and less determination than north. Alaska is noted for scenery bay is terribly shocked.
Then Mrs. Bent retired to her nur
Oiu; of the most prominent women sery.
to excel that ;f any
which is
under normal circumstances.
"The averagee employe who set's other part of the world, and tho geo of the "inner circle" Is accused of
When she returned It was with the
which result in then.
little prospect of advancement finds logical formations
doll of her little daughter.
no sufficient incentive to determined this display of natural beauty are ol
Her name is Mrs. Charles layman
The figure of wax and sawdust was
beauty, securely
Bent, a typical California
effort, but yields to the temptation to absorbing interest.
wrapped In the lost article
An amusing story with a pathetic who was married nine years ago to Mrs. Bent released the Irish Point
do no more than enough to hold his
place. The temptation is very pow side is related by Thornwell Hayes Ueut. Bent, U. S. A., now located at and passed It over to the irate dress
erful when. In times like the present United Slates counsul at Nankin Foit Crook with the rank of cap- maker.
there is a lack of capable labor in China, which goes to show how igno tain.
"It Is all a mistake," cieclare's Mrs
every activity, so that the risk of be rance of the way to go about trade
Mrs. Bent's accuser is Mrs. W. A. Bent. "My little child picked up the
OHMier. Wyo.
money every McCutcheon, a fashionable dressmak- lace
Is costing Americans
ing thrown out of employment
at Mrs. McCutcheon's and wrap
Mr. Meeker, accompanied by hi cause he does not accomplish more is year. The story is especially timely er of Oakland.
She declares that ped it about her doll thoughtlessly,
sranddaughter, Miss 11 rlha Temple-ton- , reduced to the minimum.
$30
western
Mrs.
view
in
of the fact that a
worth of lace I have been maliciously injured by my
Bent stole
warning was world's fair, the
loft Iuyallup, Wash., January 29,
from lior establishment.
Justice Brewers
enemies."
1906, and has madu the trip by easy sounded Sunday In a speech before exposition, is to be held In 1909, with
Mrs. Bent denies tho allegation.
Mts. McCutcheon declares that
prairie he People's Forum at New Rochelle, one principal cbject, the bringing toUlis
Klagen.
Wlu-Mrs. McCutcheon missed her
Bent 'topped" the stuff.
choo!ur is fitted up for housekeep- After speaking of the marvelous gether In trade of tho people of lace Mrs. Bent had Just left her place Mrs.
over the
Societv is all
ing and in it he spends his days and growth and development of the nil- - China and the United States.
atof business.
The former did not
episode and is divided on the subject
nights at comfortable as in hid own ion, the learned
unJurist asked
tach any importance to this fact
"It would be most unfortunate
Mrs. Bent
left this section to Join
home.
Which way is this country looking? we are to bo forever tied down to this til he was directly informed that her husbandhasat Fort Crook.
He has not been ill. he said, for Wliat are the ideals and the inspira unsystematized,
spasmodic,
Mrs. Bent had the flimsy creation in
r
years, and he looks it. He tions of the nation? Is this republic
attempt to gain trade by send her home.
A Citizen Want ad does the work
is strong and rugged and apparently seeking only material development. ing over circulars which have abso
capable of enduring any kind of ostentation and parade, or is it lutely no meaning to a Chinaman,"
tiardship. He will reach Indianapolis striving for the higher life, which said the consul. Cousul Hayes ndvo
in time for a Christmas dinner with shall benefit both the people and thelcates the hiring of agents who can
friends of his boyhood.
are building up a big speak Chinese, and the use of ad
nation?
In appearance Ezra Meeker Is the navy ; we are now the fourth naval vertlsing matter printed in tho Chi
iyvicat pioneer.
He is tall and power. In all our cities we vie in nese language. "Somewhere recently
.ralght, notwithstanding hs 76 years ostentation. Wo buy libraries by the I heard of the great good a consul
and Ms hard life on the 'plains. His cubic yard and galleries by the Job thought he was doing in distributing
New, Clean, Orderly, Good Service, Good Meals.
hair and beard are white and long, lot. We want to have the biggest and such circulars, etc. There seemed io
120 W. Silver Ave.
F. J. Gross, Prop.
making him conspicuous in any finest yachts, the most gorgeous pri be an incessant demand for them by
rowd.
vate castles.
What does all thU the Chinese. 'I would especially like
"The changes that have been signlfyl
those with thick leaves,' remarked a
o-iade." he said, "are marvelous. The
Justice Brewer answered this que- - Chinaman one day in railing for
changed.
country
I
Is
face
of the
entire
tion by pointing out what he believed American trade catalogs. This, exclt- 300
exception
of about
"With tho
to be tho growth of extravagance In Ing consul's curiosity, led to the dis
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works j
mile through the Rocky wountalus, the individual, the municipality and covery that they were wanted as In
country
thickly
but
settled,
is
the
the nation. More than half of the side soles for shoes."
R. R. MALL, Rropiimtor
even In this country things have states are in debt, he said, and New
The neonle who visit the Alaska- Iron and Brass Castings; Ore. Coal and Umbtr Cars; IkaftUs.
grass
la
buffalo
changed.
The old
York City owes I421.000.0uo. The na Yukon-Pacinexposition in 1 909 will
toe
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babslt Metal; Colamns is 4 Iroa
no more and other grasses have come tion is running deeper into debt
have an excellent opportunity to
Buildings- a to take its place.
year.
the
of
life
study
at
first
hand
the
Rpmfr on Mining and Mill Machinery m Bpaolmlty
"The country I passed through over
Orient, for China and the other coun
AlkaQaartBt, m.
Foundry east side ef railroad trask.
fifty-fou- r
years ago Is nothing like
PIPE
PROPOSAL FOlt W'ATEIl
reprewill
across
be
tries
Pacific
the
, Build
the country 1 am going over today. Fitting. Electrical t Machlne.-yinteresting
displays.
by
sented
valleys, prairios, Ing
MtpHu,
Alhuaueroue
Mountain rivers,
iJCfi
It seems tVw Mfxlco
bills all are different.
King of All Cough Medicines.
impossible for me to reallio that the Sealed uronosnU plainly marU.'il ou
Md. K. Ci. Case, a mail cuTier of
ut wilderness we traveled over such the outside of the sealea envelope, Canton Center, Conn., who has been
a short time ago is now fcuilt up with Proposal for Wat r Pipe, etc., and n tho U. S. service for about sixteen
magnificent cities and villages, and addressed to the underslgied at Albu
says: "We have tried many
rom EVERYTHING ST L STC TRICA L
prairies have been qnernuo, New Mexico, will be receiv cough medicines for croup, but Cham
the never-endinu
great
forests
into
ed at the Indian School until 2 o'clock berlain's Cough Remedy Is king or a..
transformed
Latest Designs in Table Lamps, Chandeliers, Shades and
p. in. of January 0, 1907, for furnish
1egant homesteads.
oae to be rolled upon every time
Have your House Wired.
and
Electric I Ions.;. Furnishings.
'The increase in the number of for ing ud delivering to the school as re We also find it the best remedy t :
q u red during the fiscal year ending xugh8
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
cat h wonderful to mo. We travel
8nd colds, giving certain reBotM Phon
W. Rallroid Avnu
rd davtt without seeing a tree, ami Juno CO, l!Rl7. about 38 toss of cast sults and leaving no bad after ef
904
shady.'
iron water pipe, 8 fire hydrants and fects." For aale by all druggists.
now the entire way is almost
In making his westward trip Mr. tees, crosses, ells, valves, etc., one
1lrfy-connected
uuniD
blocker went up the IMatte river, triplex
FOHT UAYAHD, N. M.f NOV. 28.
through bouih pass down through to luliorse power motor, one horizon Sealed proposals in triplicate ror
IVegon to Puget sound. At the last tal centrifugal pump belted to Shorse sinklnn ami walllnz a brick well 15
place lie located, probably because he power motor; also a quantity of brick fee-- t In diameter, 45 feet deep, at mis
place, lumber, builders' hardware, pig lead post, will bo received here uutil 11 a.
had come to the Juuiping-of- f
year
he stayed lute packing, etc., es per full list and m. Doc. 27 190G and then openod. In4iut for fifty-fou- r
IU SOUTHERN ALBERTA, CANADA
at the formation furnished ou application.
obtainable
ihora, ho and his wife, and during 4pe'Ciflcatlons
fhat time, so ho said, neither had school. Bidders must state In their United States reserve right to accept
bid the proiKsed price of each ar- or reject any or all proposals or any
been ill.
la those days the traveler was only article to be offeTed under contract part thereof.
containing
Irrigated farm lands In Egypt, according to reports of the United
S3 years old atd he was accompanied All articles so offered to be subject to proposals should bo endorsed
"ProStates Department of Commerce, are worth S225 per acre. Irrigated
Tho right is re- posals for einklng and walling well"
by hh young wife and their one child, rigid Inspoctlou.
farm lands in the United States are worth from $100 to $2,000 per
bops, which served to reject ny or all bids or any an. I
i
I.. P.o .it H I VeStSl.
tie at once began raising ever
acre.
since. part of any bid if deemed for the hest qUart(Tmaster
as been his business
Irrigated farm lauds in Southern Alberta are worth just as much
T,
The Introduction of machinery and interests of the servioe. Each bid
or more than lands In Egypt and the United States, but the Canadian
by certified BARRED PLYMOUTH
ROCK EGGS,
the growing demands for his products must be aceompatled
Pacific Railway Company Is selling them at from $18 to $25 per acre
caused him to make a dozen or more cheek or draft made payable to the
lor the purpose of inducing settlement in their 3,000,000 acre block.
I am now booking orders for dellv- trlpw back east, but those trips were nr,!p nf tho commissioner of Indian
Irrigated farm laads sold by them three months ago at from $18
eggs
Jiuulo aboard varnished cars, conse- affalrs for at least 5 per cent of thelery auy time after Feby. 1 for
to $25 per acre are now being held by the purchasers at from $50 to
amount of the proposal, which check from my prize Kocho eggs. $2 per setquently he knew only in a
$75 per acre.
way of the vut changes which bad or draft will be forfeited to the United ting; also a limited number of choice
The difference between $18 and $2,000 Is worth while, If you are
States in case a bidder receiving an cockerels $2 and S f'ch. Win. Van
oocurrod.
interested In doubling and trebling your money within a few months.
At Uncolii, Nt'b., one of the oxen award shall fail to execute promptly Bruggen, Maxwell City, N. M.
If you sre, drop a card to the addrtss below and receive detailed indied and ho htayed for some weeKS a satisfactory contract in accordance
including maps, literature, etc., fully describing the opporformation,
MEN ANOWOMEN.
Wore he could find another. Much with his bid, otherwise to be returned
age.
of
tunity
the
unnatural
I'm Bif W
ii tin wagon is from the vehicle iu to the bidder. Bids accompanied by
cash, in lieu of certified check, will W j J ItWUIMl 11 dirurM.lnllniutiuu,
ar
which ho went west in IhOl.
ul.oi.uou
irciuiiuna
The Canadian Pacil c Irrigation Colonization Go's., Ltd,
ft
cf iiucoul oiuibruc.
t. iuHwn.
nut lie. considered.
For further in- - M r, mi,
.nil uoi ulrtu
Li.iu.
Torturing eczema spreads its burn- 'nrmation anply to BUHTON U. CL'd r- JMUvmOtMlfUC.
or
ooi.onuu.
f.ul ky
CALQtRY, ALfSERTA, CANADA
Doan's Oint- T K 1 , S I ' I ' F. 1 N T 1 : M ) I : N T
ROOM
ing area every day.
j
tiMmiUTl,
molt
or
"7
I
.
Mnt 10 !'
''Vt".
its spreading, inment quirkly
i
I
RmelHo Railway
JRrr ipr... rrr J. lot
Bala Oapartmant, Irrlgatad Land; Ci
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
stantly relieves tho itching, cures it
il
uoll"
SI
BREAD end take no other.
leriu4ueutly.
At any drug tore.
Special Correspondence.
Dec. 22 In several
Washington,
striking ways during the past few
days attention has been called to the
fact that this country is rushing for
ward under a full head of steam,
with the safety valve tied down
Among those who have sounded warn
Ings are Secretary of the Treasury
Shaw, Justice Brewer, of tho United
States supreme court; Senator Huns- brough, of North Dakota, and Martin
Knapp. chairman of the interstate
commerce commission.
President Roosevelt has set an ex
ample of strenuoslty that the entire
nation, apparently. Is trying to fol
low; and the trouble Is that the na
tion as a whole is not so well equip
ped to stand the pace as to the presi
dent.
We are working too hard, and too
rapidly, and too many hours." says
Hanshrougb.
He was dis
Senator
cussing the railroads and their needs
when he made the statement, but
he added: "This evil is not peculiar
to the railroads alone. It extends in
to nearly every line of American busi
ness life. The pace is too swift. We
must let up, or nervous prostration
will become distinctly an American
malady. Nor is the condition confinWe
ed wholly to business activity.
find it here In Washington; it exists
In the executive departments, at the
capltol and in a marked degree at
the white house."
Commenting on Senator
Chairman
observations,
Knapp said the suggestion opened up
a verv interesting field for Investiga
tion "in which, 1 think, it would be
well worth while to make a careful

Have You Been in Yet to Look Around?

1

-

ltmlington, la., Icc. 22. Slowly
traveling across Iowa aa ox loam,
prairie
tiitctord to a canvaRRtoiet
.rhoonrr, making Us way to Indian- ilcrliB. It Is drlvea ly Kr.ra Meeker, of
I'liyallup, Wash., who at the age of 76
4s retracing- over the Oregon trail the
years ago,
course ho ook. fifty-fou- r
when ho went west from Indiaaajtolis,
ir reara It has been his dream to
retrace hki path, and now he Is finish
log his journey.
Too long trip is made both as a
matter of personal enjoyment and in
the Interest of history. At regular InMeeker has
terval along his route,markthe old
erected monuments to
Oregon trail, so that he who comes
efter may be able to pick out wit now
difficulty the trail.
Tha fJan of oiioratioii Is simple,
.Mfceker calls upon the leoplc of the
city or town near where he desires to
leave a mark to erect a monument.
and in every case they have respond
ed. The size of the monument has
depended, upon the liberality of the
donors.
to Omaha nine
frYom Washinctou
teen monuments have been eroded
At tho time when the traveler made
Ills first trip across the plains, Omaha
was not on the map. Council Waffs
was then known an Kanesvllle, a trad
ins Btition and the md of civiliza
tion.
Since leaving Washington 20.000
eoplo have contributed to the erection of monuments. At linker City,
Ore., the monument was erected by
contribution rectlved from 8ij school
children.
At Boise City, Idaho, Meeker camp- d for several days beside the iost
office, llo spoke to tho public school
childrc of his object and 1.200 con
tributed to purchase tho granite mon
ument which will mark the iplace
whero the oldtlmers passed through
what is now a. thriving clly.
Tho governor of the state and the
other Btate officials Insisted that the
Ub lie erected In the state house
yard, and it was. Tho monument at
Ihlrt iJaco is twelve feet high.
To erect a monument at the suninii
of South Tass, Mr. Meeker traveled
miles from a postofflce,
people who reside In
nd twenty-fou- r
the neighborhood were the only witnesses to the event. Those people
with Mr. Meeker Inscribed the stone,
It stands on the irrigation survey
near Sweetwater and is 7,540 feet
above the sea level, probably the high
est monument in the United States
In most of the towns and places
where monuments have been erected
Mr. Meeker stays to soe the work
ono; but la some instances he has
turned the matter over to a local com
uilttee appointed for that purpose. He
has witnessed the exercises lncidenta
u the erection of the permanent land
mark at the following places: Teniao,
Wash., The Dallas, Pendleton, Meac
ham. I a Grand. Maker City, Durkee
11
in Oregon; American Falls and
Twin Fulls, Idaho Fort, Holse and at

1906.
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More Buying Days Before Christinas!

M BENHAM

Army Captain's Wife Accused
of Stealing Lace

Indian Trading Co.

t

3. D. Eakln,
O. Oloml,

U ti si

OPEN EVERY

President

NIGHT

Chai. Mellnl, Secretary

Vice President.

O. Bachechl, Treasurer.

Consolidated Liquor Company
MELINI

-

Hnns-brough'- s

and FIRST ST.

COR. RAILROAD AYE.

&

Successors to
EAKIN, and BCMECHI A GIOMI.

i

WHOLESALE DEALERB IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars

4 iiiisi

W

katp avarytblng la stock to outfit tbo
most fastidious bar eotnplata

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the 8outhwest for Jos. 6.
8chlitz, Wm. Lemp and St. Louis A. 0. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayer'e Cedar Brook, LOuls Hunter, T.J. Mon.
arch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article as received by us from the best Vineries,
Distilleries and Breweries in the United States. Call and Inspect our
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Trice List,
Issued to dealers only.
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Alaska-Yukon-Paci-

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.
CORNER 4th A NO GOLD
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The Elite Restaurant
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Nash Electrical Supply Co.
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Years the Standard of Piano Construction)
Coactdrd today to be the best in the werld

Chickering & Sons Pianos
...BOLD ONLY BY THE...

MUSIC
WHITSON
(Established
1882.)

CO.

Come in and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything In muslo
a talking machine to a Grand Piano Sold on our new easy pay
ment plan,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
116 South Second street.

frm

The World

at the way some folks
get rich. People censure individuals,
firms and corporations who obtain
wealth in an illegitimate manner. We
have built up our plumbing trade and
acquired our reputation In a legitimate way and will be pleased to be
favored with your contracts for any
kind of plumbing or tinning work.
is surprised

J.

L. DELL & CO.,
122

West Silver Avenue.

t

Irrigated Farm Lands
$18.00 to $25.00 per acre

.

F. PALMER
J.
Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,
PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND 8T0CK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
501 North First 8treet
Both Phones.

Euv-elope-

u.l.i.r-.,..l-

If you have tried other tailors and
are not satisfied why not try us.
f
We know we can please you, once
you gtt a tult of us you are sure to
come again, as our work is all strictly
first class.
Cleaning, pressing and renairinj
neatly done on short notice.
If you waut something right give u
a trial.

l
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F. TOME! & BRO.
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PACE SEVEN
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Harness
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at Reduced
Prices.

Labor Saving Devices
Are the tier

id

OLD KRIS

J. D. EMMONS
The Furniture

The Furniture

Man.

ASKED

Man.

A MINER

DIVIDE
Demand

.
j

More Wages and Shorter
Hour System.

The Texas railroad commission has
been advised that the formal opening of the Trinity snd Brazos Valley
railroad for through service between
Fort Worth and Houston, will not
take place until early in February.
The new road is owned by H. F. Yoakum and associates.

IN LOWELL

...

Another onfrvvnl.tn nii(nfialm..
was given last evening at the Santa
re iwduing rooms, i ne iync quartet
furnished the attraction. They proved
themselves worthy of the appreciative
audience which greeted them.

Frank Billings While Working
Mis First Shift Meets
Instant Death.

Its

road managers today for brakemen and
conductors on all railroad systems In
the west. The demands cover 45,0Ht
men on forty-severailroad systems,
and the increase asked for amounts to
approximate $8,04)0,1)00 a year.
The Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen and the Order of Railway Conductors are acting in conjunction
. in tho matter, and the officials of these
organizations expect, to open negotiations with railroad managers early in
January.
The engineers and firemen
are preparing to make a similar move,
but they are acting independently of
the brakemen and freight conductors.
The railroads concerned la the- - demands Include the Illinois Central
and all road3 west of that line In the
south. All roads west of a line from
Chicago and Duluth on the north are
included, but not its eastern connections.
A few weeks ago the Brotherhood
of Railroad Trainmen secured an increase In wages of four cents Hn hour
for all nifn in the switching and yard
service of the western railroads, and
the present move is to secure an
vuuui luciKiav ioi men in ine irain
service. The wages now paid brake-meon through freight trains are
$2.3
per 100 miles and $2.25 on way
freight. Freight conductors are paid
$3.45 per loo miles on through freight
and $3.76 on way freight. The demands are for a horizontal increase
of 15 per cent for all classes.
is the negotiations between the
trainmen and the railroad managers a
short time ago the demand for an
eight-hou- r
day for yardmen
was
dropped because of the determined
opposition of the managers.
They
declared then that the innovation
would require a complete
of working schedules and could
not be considered at a time when the
traffic was more than
ordinarily
heavy. The men believe thai the
same objections will not apply to men
on through freight trains, and they
Intend to Insist on the eight-houday.
n

r

W. A. DRAKE APPOINTED
VICE PRESIDENT OF A. P. & P.
At a recent meeting of the directors
of the Santa Fe. Prcott and Phoenix
Railroad company, W. A. Drake was

elected vice president of that road
and of its subsidiary lines, the Pres-cot- t
and Eastern and the Arlzosa and
California. President F. M. Murphy
of tkose lines, who is now In New
York, auuounced the. appointment of
Mr. Drake as assistant general manager. Mr. Murphy combines with the
ofBe of president, that of general
mmmmger.

lis will be gratifying sews to the
masy friends of Mr. Drake. He has
ol iuhb connected w nn tne o. r .,
1. A P., that he has come to be regarded as a part of it. IU became
associated with the enterprise
xn
after the building wag begun at Ash
Fork, and about te years ago he
as chief
engineer Major
Vaughn, who had lxen the chief engineer of the road from the beginning.
A couple, of yoirs ago there were
adied to the duties of Mr. Drake those
of general
superint sdent.
Hefore
coming to the S. F., P. & P. Mr. Drake
had had extensive railroad experienee
la Colorado and the east.
sus-ced-

THEY THREATEN TO
HOLD

UP

TRAINS

People of Pratt County Determined to
Secure Coal, Even If They Have
to Take It From Engines.
Sawyer ha been furnishing Pratt
ttaa other nearby towns with coal until the supply here is exhausted and
Pratt county is now without coal.
Threats are being made to hold up
trains and take coal from the engineb
(inlets a supily arrives soon.
l

I

K
UANKK H nw ITS UF
AMONG EASTERN YARDMEN
Tfcere is said to be little danger of

I 1I

'he yard

condiicors
t'f'.ke ani""
aa lirakemeu of roads liatlrU '.trftnl-nal- s
in New York Tity and Jersey
Lily, despite he Vote Qf the men to
HUad out fi their demand of 5 cents
an tour In wages, says a dispatch
from New York. Most of the roads
offer 4 cents advance. It became
own yesterday that the nxn of the
are
dlterciit railroad broiherhols
on at leat one of the roads
ioolvml in the dispute. This ineais
hat memlHTs of one brotherhood can
poi tttrike unless the members of the
iilier brotherhoods also vote t strike.
,
There ouid be no strike unless
firemen, conductors asd trsin- ?,

engi-lieia-

The Furniture

D.

WE FILL

EMMONS

The Furniture

PRESCRIPTIONS

Man.

Corner Coal Ave. and Second St.

Man.

en to the International I'ndetklng
parlors.
Considerable difficulty was ;per- ienced In learning the identity the;
unfortunate victim, nothing "nnlte
being learned until this foaoon
when Michael O'Kealh went the
International Undertaking roon and
Identified the deceased as
who had come to Llisbce wit him
a few days ago from Colorad and
stated that his name was nillgs. j
O'Keath states that he and llings
came here recently and that while i
Hillings secured employment 1 was
unable at the time to do si Hestates also that Hillings was nrried
and thnt it is his opinion tit he
has relatives living in Cripple, reek,
Colo. An effort will be made i get
In communication with the relives
of the deceased.

JAP SITUATION

j
j

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

j j j j

VISIT212OUR
NEW STORE
NORTH SECOND STREET

PARALLELS

WE HAVE THREE FLOORS COVERED
WITH
.
STYLES ON THE MARKET OP
,

CHINESE
Californla. However. Prefers
Hie Sons of the Mikado
to Celestial Subjects.

J. KORBER

i

re

j

STENOGRAPHER TO PRESIDENT OF
GREAT RAILWAY SYSTEM

AND

CURE

CO.,

Meat Market

LUNGS

THE

and 8alt Mtata.
Steam Sauaaga Factory,
E.MIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building, North Third 8trtt

All Kinds of Fresh

Dr. King's

WITH

New Discovery

forC

W. E.

Pries

ONSUMPTION

60c. $1.00

OUGHSand

1 1

!

j

Sureat and Umckeat Cure for all
THROAT and LTJNO TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

with Raaoe ft Manger.
Office, 115 North First
ALBUQUERQUE. N.

Williams' Indian Pile

cure Wind,
10)11 E SDr. linbsortiNandthe
Kuhlng
tumors.

TOTI A OR API

PIU-k-
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m-im-
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BECKER HOTEL

O. A. SLEYSTER

New Management, November

INSURANCE,

REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC.
Room (, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone. 174.

I

'

ADOLPH BECKER, Proprietor
BKLEM, M. M.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL B8TAT
LOANB.

Automatic phone 461.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Bulldlas-

LIVERY AND BOARDING 8TABLI
SADDLE HORSES 8PECIALTY.

ft wmm

The "Sadie" for mountain parties
at special rates on week days.
Auto Phone 604.
No, 112 John
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A. E. WALKER,
riRE

INSURANCE.

Wt liftt

Secretary Mutual Building
COMING IN OUT
KaQreof
tlon. Office at 117
OF THE COLD avenue.
we appreciate
a perfectly heated
house, but it is not every house that
is properly warmed. If yours is lackW. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
ing lu any way, or if you are undecided what is the best system to In- LIVERY, SALE?, FEED AND TRANSstall In a new house and need inforFER, STABLES.
mation that Is trustworthy and valuable, let us know of your trouble. Horses and Mules Bought and
We are specialists for hot water, hot
air and steam heating.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE OIT1
Standard Plumbing & Heating Co Second Street, between Railroad aa
Copper Avenue.
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THE HIGHLAND LIVER
BAM BROOK BROS., Prop:

U

n
n
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Opposite tho Santa Fe Depot

ore-pare- d
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illuvs the iichliia at once, acts Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Kaf
vivi-Instant re- II
M as a tX)UltU-eOraln and FueL
m i. nr.
II
u.uims
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Llqiort
1 1
for 11 le audi
mcnt
Inff fit Ihe private purts.
and Cigars. Place your orders Hi
Kverr box U
by nmll on rn- warrnntod. lly drutricl-tR- ,
this line with na
50 cent and I.(H. WILLI HIVlS
fll-- of nrli-xNORTH THIRD 8TRMVB
' veland. tililo.
MANUFACTURING M.. 1'rop.
SON.
FOR SALK BY 8. VANN

-
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MAUGEP

WOOL

Free Trial.

OLDS
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MMCO

THIRD STREET

KILL the COUCH

-
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Lap Robes
Horse Blankets

ALBUQi KRQUK, NKW
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suc-cei-

LATEST

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DY

Frank

...

THE

Carriages, Buggies,
Roundabouts, Etc.,
Harness & Saddles,

Hillings was kliled at the Take LAXATIVE BROMO
wnlnel San Francisco, Dec. 22 California
Lowell shaft Tuesday night, just one Tablets.
Druggists refund moiv ir experimented for twenty years with
hour after g.iing on duty for his first It fails to cure. E. W. GRVE'S mm at rioted Chinese
immigration.
signature is on each box. 25c.
shift, says the Bisbee Miner.
She discovered that it paralyzed inTrain No. U of this morning carried
The exact manner in which the acdustry, lowered wages and the stand
seven sealed cars and one express
cident occurred is not known, bet it JOHN HUGHES UP
car. It arrived seven hours late.
ard of living to the level of nbject
is stalnl that it was due to Billings'
poverty, and brought about progress
milking a mistake and trying to get
wrong direction, snys Hearst's
in
FROM
MESILLA ARK NewtheYork
off the cage at the l.ln't) level inTEMPLE
LODGE
American.
stead of the l.oiM), as he had been diThe Japanese situation of today
rected. According to what informathe Chinese situation
John I. Hughes is spending the nearly parellels
ELECTS NEW OFFICERS tion could be secured Hillings had holidays
tin's, when the promoters of
with his mother, Mrs. 'hom-- i of the
betn Instructed to go to work on the
railway first beas Hughes. John Is n niembr of the Central Pacific of
1.000 level. Tho rairo ,1
t
ttu (the
coolie lnlor.
importation
gan
the
jl.L'tto
senior class of the Agrictture
and then skirted to rise.
in 189(1 there were 2,000 Japanese
Temple Lodge No. U, A. F. Ac A. M.. Insteadlevl
college at Mesllla Park. He roorts
waiting
of
till
the
l.ouo
level
States and 12,)K) In
held their annual election last night had been reached Hillings
college in fine condition, here In the United
started to the
1900
the figures had
In
Hawaii.
and the officers chosen will be
get off at the 1,100 and wns caught being more students
enrolled than
24,000 In the
next Thursday night with the between the cage and the shaft.
ever before. In fact, the instiltioil swelled to more than
United States and Co.OoO In Hawaii.
usual ceremonies. They are as folAn examination of the body showed has not enough buildings to acom- - There are now 50,000 in California
lows :
Jhat Billings had received a heavy module the students enrolled, here' alone, and they are arriving at the
Worthy Master F. H. Strong.
blow over the heart; 'he right leg are seven members of the senlorclass rate of l.ooo a month. They have
Senior Warden C. O. Cushman.
was broken in several different that will graduate this year, all lelng overrun the Hawaiian Island and sow
Junior Warden Harry Hraun.
plant a: there waa a
gush over boys. The basket ball' girls wll be the ix.pulatlon th-is practically
Treasurer Simon Stern.
the left eye and the right shoulder up the first week in January and Japanese.
Secretary.!, c. Ferger
game
a
piay
girls
was badly crushed
with
the
the
fron
and
contused.
While the Japanese are In many
Tyler .1. J. Hambrook.
The foot ball seamn Is ways
Death was instant, the blow over the 1'nlversiiy.
preferable t ) the Chinese, they
probably being lie immediate over: the college team being very are still Orientals and will remain
MAUSARD MILLS are paying $1.40 '.heart
cause.
Citizenship
rer 100 pouads for good clean wlieat.
The i....- - Orientals till they die. opportunities,
A coroner's jury
was summoned. nionshlt) t:f the territory.
enlarged
give
them
will
a
and give in exchange 85 pouudg of Coroner Hogen. of l.owll.
wish'
,,
have
ball
basket
team and
having
the best flour for 125 pounds of wheat, been notified at once, and nfter the game with the University.
Thtl but It will not. make their assimila
interF. O. 13.. Albuquerque.
3
Agricultural
college tion possible, for l he idea of yellowstudent
of the
remains were reviewed they were tak- of the white and
have organized a Y. M. C. A., and r,i
have a building started, the funds for rent is. as it always will b ubbor) the
Caucasian.
being
subscrip-i
are
which
raised by
...
t.1. i K..
in- - vi
iMunj.li 'iure - fijtie wnii
Hon. Kl Paso al
has a large build-- enlal
in his dally life, the Califor- ing.
is Albuquerque?
This
city is getting if, jn t,H niatter an(i i nian feelsanybetter qualified t: judge
man. whatever his posl
it Is up to the young; men of Albil-- ! him than
13
qerque to get to work and organize. tlon, whose su,iy of the question
only
furtheracademic.
He
knows,
With the exception of the Brother-- i more that if the
Wm. Wilson Finley, named as presi
Japanese are admithood of St. Paul, Albuquerque has no
dent of the Southern railway to
organizations for tho young men. If j ted to citizenship It will not be long
the late Samuel Spe.icer. killed
before tho Chinese are clamoring for
Kl Paso and Mesllla Park can orga
in an astonishing wreck on his own
same privilege. Grant that, and
kit
a Y. M. C. A., it is reasonable the
nize
system, is another example of a young
the 41)0,000.000 Chinese ooolifs would
Albuquerque
that
can."
man starling in a humble capacity
begin to swarm over this country
3 ml by years
of faithful service at
like flies, driving while labor before
Mrs.
Bambini,
scr
No.
parlors,
at
taini.ig highest power.
them. Refuse to grant it, and the
209 West Itailroad
avenue. Is
The new president of the Southern
give thorough scalp treat- prosect of an Oripental war would
to
was born in 18"3 at Pass Christian,
ment, do hair dressing, tro. corns, be far more tmminmt than could lo
Misj.
lie began his railroad career
bunions and Ingrowing nails. Sh brought atiout by ihe refusal to ud
as stenographer at New Orleans to
Japanese
gives massage treatment and manicur- in it a handful of
the vice president of the New Orleans.
ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation to the San rranclsco public schools
Jackson & Great Northern railroad.
With such a position only the truats
of complexion cream builds up the
In 188t he became assistant general
by
improves the complexion, and the contractors who profit
skin
and
frf.ight agent of the Texas & Pacific,-anis guaranteed not to be injurious. cheap labor can be In sympathy.
and
then his promotions became regu
to the
She also prepares a hair tonic that There is no unfriendliness
lar.
cures and prevents dandruff and hair Chinese or Japanese in this country
His connection with the Southern
falling out; restores life to dead hair; as nations, nor is there any danger
railway Mterests began in 1895, when
removes moles, warts and superfluous that In any sectio of the country race
ho became third vice presldeat of
hair. Also
face powder, a freckle feeling will rise to such a pitch that
mass
that system. In 1896 he went to the
cure and pimple cure and pile cure. our relations with China or Japan will
Great Northern as second vice presiAll of theje preparations are purety be strained to the breaking point.
dent, but before the close of the year
vegetable compounds. Have Just adhad come hack to the Southern In
ded a vibrator machine for treatment
NO SHORTAGE OF GAS COKE,
the same capacity, with htadquarters
of scalp, faco and cure of wrinkles. CLEAN, SATISFACTORY, ECONOMat Washington.
It Is also used for rheumatism, pains ICAL.
EXCELLENT FOR
OPEN
rciixieikjt
The new president of the Southern
and massage
GRATES, $6.00 PER TON.
W. H.
is widely known througTa the railroad
o
WM. WIION FINLEY.
nAHN & CO.
world, and Is especially beloved In the
LESS DIRT, MORE HEAT $6.00
south, particularly so as It Is believed given by President S encer to south- PER TON, GENUINE GAS COKE.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
VV. H. HAHN
he will continue the attention always er:! interests.
S. CO.
BREAD and taka no thr.

In

l'

J.

J.

D. EMMONi

Cornir rirst Strut and TUra Avenue

oocoooocoooooooooo

j

a wonder the Pullman company
Chicago, 111., IX'c. 20. Demands for
a wago Increase of 15 per cent and dldn' put some of the $32.00.000 surplus Into decent mat res bp for the
day on all through
an eight-hou- r
freight trains were filed with the rail- public to slet p on.

it

MEETS

TRAGIC DEATH

a

j

EMMONS

Furniture Man.
which he recommends to fastidious
purchasers.

man also struck, and, it was staled
that the engineers and firemen would
not sanction a strike. Conferences
have been arranged for between the
dissatisfied workmen and railroad offl
dais, and It is believed the trouble
will le adjusted.

TO

45.000 Trainmen

J. The

J. D. EMMONS

RAILROADS ARE

,

Albuquerque Carriage Company

says buy your wife something useful
as well as ornamental, .in thi. ,inv of the day and the ladies are 4tled
Order Is the first law of Heaven.
of commercial activity it is proper
Buy your wife a good comfortable
i
and
miy noiiiemmg wan commercial to the benefit of the imuroicnt. Have a plure for everything
roeker and she will greet you with
A thing of beauty Is a joy forever. value. Therefore. Kria
writing
A
In
everything
place.
its
Buy
a
a smile.
combination couch and id.
New Portieres will tingnirn tip tne suggestions from the large stock of
desk is a good start.
home considerably.
D.

lf,

.

SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
TIME TO BUY A BUGOY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
MONEY.
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

0OOOOOKO0Oa)OOOO
K0OtOOOOKO00O0O

COME

Its Location
BEI.EN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE. N. M, AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
LINE OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
LEADING
KANSAS
EAST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO,
CITY, GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE
FRANCISCO,
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 26x
140 FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE,
WITH BEAUTIFUL I.AKB AND PUBLIC PARK
OLD SHADE TREES;
AND GRAND
PUBLIC
SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING
16,000; CHURCHES;
COMMERCIAL
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1,500
PEOPLE: SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS; THE BELEN PATENT ROLLER
MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC.
BELEN IS THE 1JVRGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WOOL, FIXUR. WHEAT. WINE, BEANS AND HAY
IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS IMPORTANCE
AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED

K30000000000000
Ototoooootototototoeotot

TO BELEN, H. M.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

,

0O9O9
K000K00Oe000
oooeoomooeooooKmomooe
A Railway Center
ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVEL.
MODERN
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASA
AND
GOOD,
HOTEL
S,

The Belen Town and Im
provement Co.

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE IOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAY.MENT3; TITLE PERFECT;
WARRANTY DEEDS.
PURCHASE
ONE-THIR-

MONEY

CASH.

TWO-THIRD-

S

D

MAY REMAIN ON
SECURITY FOR ONB

NOTE, WITH MORTGAGE
YEAR, WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES. IF
TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

YOU WISH

jOHN BECKER,

Pres.

.

M. BERGER,

Sec'y.

KOOOOOKO4Ke-0OC0-
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PACE EIGHT

ALBUQUEJUE

LOOAIj
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For Christmas
are gaps in your Christmas list. You can
THERE call to mind several people whom you
want to remember, but don't quite know how or
with what.

That's the problem. There is a solution. Bu
Them a pair of our Shoes or Slippers. As long as
they are worn your friend will think of you and your
kindness. Isn't this an advantage over the ordinary
useless present?
Men's Shoes, from
81ippers, from
Women's Shoes, from
Women's House Slippers
Children's ShoeB from
Children's Felt Slippers from

$2.ou to

to
to
l.oo to
1.00 to

'Men's

$.00
2.00
5.00
1.50
2.50
1 00

1.50
1.75

tn

(50

GEROND CLUB

and

Henry Silver of Santa Ke Is here on
business.
M. T. Tomllnson of Raton arrived
j here last night.
W. F. Tinker arrived from
Fort
Wlngate yesterday.
Huron t.. Hlyrten came In from Santa Fe Inst night.
Mae Fitzgerald of
Vegns is
here from the .Meadow City.
Mr. ami Mrs. .1. E. Morse, of Mexl-- i
co City, were here yesterday.
Charles (. Thayer came In yester
day from the mining camp at Oolden.
Frederick Manley Is among lh(. vls-- :
ltors from Sinta Fe who are In Alhn-- '
querque.
J. B. MeOulie and wife are here
f rom Helen to rlo sonui Christ mas
shopping.
Is
Walter McEwen
lek from
Michigan and will remain here lur-Ing the winter.
Sheriff Dwlght Stevens of l.uni
rounty has returned home after a visit In Albuquerque.
Jose I. Torres, one of Socorro's
prominent business men, spent yesterday in this city.
Jack Dixon and Jack Stiausner of
Albuquerque's sporting fraternity, left
this morning for Blsbee, Arizona.
Hon. Secundo Romero Is down from
has Vegas hobnolilng with the local
members-elec- t
of the legislature.
Mrs. W. C. Heacock and the children arrived here from Omaha
and expect to remain permanently.
M. P. y Chavez came in from his
home at San Rafael yesterday iind
will remain during the day In the
transaction of business.
Dr. William D. Radcliffe, surgeon
,
for the Belea
has returned to
his home in Helen after a visit of several days In Albuquerque.
The Ladle.i auxiliary to the Susan
B. Anthony fund met this afternoon
at the home of Mrs. M. K. Garden
at Fourth street nd Silver avenue.
W. A. Fleming Jones, the land attorney of Ims Cruces, together with
Mrs. Jones, came to Albuquerque yesterday. They aro guests of the
yes-(trda-

Largest Line of Candy in the City
,

C. N. BRIGHAM

cut-on-

Successor to

Trotter

F. F.

SUGAR

CONFECTIONARY
I

Mrs. I,. U. Stern and son, Bertie,
went to Socorro this morning on delayed train No. 9, to spend Christmas
With Mrs. Stern's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Price.
The Ladles of The Albuquerque Woman's club are still waiting to see
what the Morning Journal has to say
alKiut their paper issued from
the
office of The Evening Citizen last
Tuesday.
,
The Christmas number of the
pnublished in tho interest of
the Silver City Normal school is out.
It reflocts a high degre of Intelligence
on the part of those connected with
the school and indicates a lively interest In rll matters" durational.
Charles L. Thaytr of Jopli.i, Mo.,
was in the city yesterday between
trains m route to Fay wood Hot
springs, where he hopes to find relief
from a bad cue of rheumatism that
has been troubling him for some
time. Mr. Thayer is sectary of the
Gold Bullion Mining company, open"--'
Ing In the Golden district.
If you want to see a ica1
comedy nulo-drani- a
one tht has a
pretty story and well ild where
pathos, tears and comedy minglo together in a wny that pvnses ail and
sever offends go to t
Elks' theatre
Christmas and see me great melodrama "Anita, the Singing Girl," by
Tom Gould. It will cirtainly please

T. Y. MAYNARD

GEO. W. HICKOX.

The Holidays are rapidly approaching. None realize this fact more
thaa do we, and anticipating a repetition of the gratifying patronage
accorded us last holidays, we have purchased the finest line of Rich
n
Cut Glass, Hand Decorated China and Sterling Silver Ware, in
to our usual lines ever known In this city. The goods are on
display In our salesroom, South Second Street, and we cordially Invite
your early inspection. Special attention paid to mall Inquiries.
addl-ditlo-

The

Hickox-Maynar-

Co.

d

Leading

New Mexico's

Nor-malite-

Jewelers

Bond In Your Wttehem tor Roomlro
THE ARCH FRONT.

SOUTH

SECOND STREET.

HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

GO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenue
FOR.

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS
SEE OUR:LINE OF

IATURDAY, DECEMBER 2?, 1906.

Believe .Us

HOP

MM

PERSONAL

I

EVENING CITIZEN.

AIOV
v

AT COLOMBO
UNIQUIAFFAIR
HAIMAKES A MIT Wl I

hafe of a pian

jn

The al hop or the Geronlmo
dance at
club afnoonlight"
1 last night was a happy

r; :.rr.S."

TODAY

melo-drama-

FINE CHINA CUT GLASS
CHAFING DISHES
BAKING DISHES CARVING SETS
SILVER PLATED WARE
FOOD CHOPPERS
FINE CUTLERY

AL8UQUER0UE

HARDWARE

GO,

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

E

II

THE

ITT

Palace

Diamond

RAILROAD AVE.

e

DUnioads, Watches, Jewelry, Cat niass, Clocks, Silverware
your trade and (uaraotee A SQUARE DEAL.
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We invite
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ents

their unique plan.
nvan Anthony
m

r

k

Incluil

-

,

.

in I his 1 eiTltory.
at
SECOND HAND Pianos
1
your own prices almost.
SEE US betore you buy

Jc.eome Bouergard, Koy H
while
Hannoiind Robert Archer,
George
Vm-tivan. J. Johnson,
iinvl. 1.1. McSbane. T. Kruske, I
Tessler,
O'Gni'.IIC.
A. Hcrger. A.
lam.l.tters. Wnillam Heaven nnd
composed the
McDermot
i
.iinlitee.
what
furnished
E11H orchestra
&
many 'the guests declared to be theAlbuIn
ever
e
heard
music
best dh
204 W. Gold Aveane
Established 1900
. .
I"" "H
wun
uuciwas
replete
Thetnce
he subdued light enect was
iv
suggest moonlight by filter- - Genuine American Boek per ton $6.50
madi
6.50
Ing Hiays of a huge electric engine cerrillos Lump
a suveryyeuow Anthracite Nut
head! t through
9.00
scrteiivhile Incandescent lights were Anthracite Mixed
stove and furnace
made resemble real stars by means Anthracite,
Mi romi h which the "stars"
r.r
95
sizes
6.00
had Ini punctured and then pasted Clean Gas Coke
produce
to
paper
WOOD
over
tliin blue
$2.25
the mi effective counterfeit.
Green Mill wood, per lad
2.75
Mr. eynolds rendered one of his Dry Mill wood, per load
respond3.00
mkliJ baritone solos and
Factory wood, per load
Mr.
Ellis
ilt'il nun eiiebore. while
mel
soft,
W.
inve demonstration 'hat
from that
i'u pbii lie teasedband
Both Phones.
lnstru
klnu brassy circus
you
But
menlslhe slide trombone.
DR. L. H. CHAMBERLAIN,
hnvp l know how. of course, and Mr,
DENTIST.
Impression
KIHh Ift such a strong
ROOM 2,
way."
he
that
th.it I "knoweth the
CROMWELL BLOCK.
was riled back also.
ESTABLISHED SINCE 1889.
Th.brograni contained twenty reg
1
ular limbers and four extras.
was Inn after the midnight hou
befordtho last of the forty couples
nresei deuarted.
Rnmiraired bv the success which
creel J their first effort, the Geronl
mn cab proposes to give another
rlnnrti nrohablv some time ill Janu
is said this will be a second
arv.
de'cidil surprise in the way of unique
featufs.

A POCKET

.

p;l!

in riiuiifonte

w

CLUB
SALOON
ALLEY.

AND

$1.00
CANS OF GOOD PEAS
1.00
OF GOOD CORN
11 CANS OF GOOD TOMATOES 1.00
1.00
7 CANS OF GOOD FRUIT
1.00
10 CANS OF SYRUP
10 LBS. EVAPORATED FRUIT. 1.00
1.00
5 LBS. ROASTED COFFEE
2 LBS. SPIDER LEG TEA
1.00
GRAIN
HAY,
FRESH MEATS,
AND GROCERIES A FULL LINE.
AT 501 NORTH

J. F. PALMER,
FIRST STREET.

l'errlns' Gloves

$20.00
$2.00

Dents' Gloves
Mocha Gloves
Faacy Hosb ry

$2.25
$1.T5
25 to 75c

Large Line Silk Suspenders
E. L.

WASHBURN COMPANY

4-- 4

4

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

Between Railroad and Ccpptr Ave.

8 WNHTGtifEY

o

.

GOWaPAMY
..

Whnlfisalft and Retail

HARDWARE

THE CLUB SALOON AND BOWL118 WEST GOLD AVENUE. A PLEASANT RESORT FOR
ED. A. RIEHLE,
GENTLEMEN.
PROPRIETOR.
Felt or leather slippers for men,
$1.50 to $2.00; felt Juliettes, with fur
or
trimming, in red, green, Idaek
brown, for women, $1.25 to $1.50; red
felt slippers for boys and girls, 60c to
$l.ou, at C. May's Shoe Store, 314
West Railroad avenue.

0

0

and A ater W
Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves, Fittings-Ste- am
Supplies Hose and Belting,
Stoves, Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith Supplies.

Mail Orders Solicited

ING ALLEY,

0
o
0

lie,403,1IT.North
40I,

mouth rirmt Btrott

119,

rirtmtrot

Albuquerque, New Mexico

J. W. ANDERSON, BROADWAY &
RAILROAD, ON MONDAY MORNING
WE WILL RECEIVE BY EXPRESS
GRAPES, PINE APPLES, STRAWBERRIES, HEAD LETTUCE, CAULIFLOWER, RADISHCS, CUCUMBERS
AND A
LOT OF OTHER GOOD
THINGS TO EAT. COME AND SEE
US.

OLD-TIME-

CHAFING DISHES. FIVE O'CLOCK
TEAS. CARVING SETS. WHITNEY
COMPANY.
o

FEE'S

CANDIES,

8TORE.

PEEftLESS
HOMEMADE
AT WALTON'S DRUG

4-- 4

SOCIAL DANCE
4- - EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
'

AT THC '

COLOMBO HALL
Admission 50c

DANCING SCHOOL
Ladies Free

0
00
0
0

3C

Christmas present fer the family

a New Home Sewing Machine, guaranteed.
Borradalle & Co., agents. 117
Gold avenue.

50c to $2.50 for Swell Ties
to

acceptable

12

12 CANS

TOYS, DOLLS, DOLL
BUGGIES,
WAGONS. HANDKERCHIEFS, FURS
AND ALL
OF HOLIDAY
KINDS
GOODS AT LOW PRICES.
CASH BUYERS' UNION.
122 NORTH
SECOND STREET.

$10.00

teeaPracticalManage
Present

18A&IMHE

CASH SALE.

BEST SUNDAYDINNER IN THE
RESCITY AT ZEIGER'S CAFE
TAURANT. FROM NOON TO 3 P. M.
ONLY FIFTY CENTS.

1 2 GO

TO REMIND YOU

We have the celebrated "Diamond Edge" Cutlery
Decorated China and Nickel Plated Ware

BOWLING

We have prepared for your Christmas wants this 6easou and
are now displaying the largest line of Holiday Neckwear and
mufflers ever shown la this city. All the newest creations direct from New York aro shown.

to

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

imon

tK'ir shelves today.
They have paid particular attention
and
to their selection of candies
fruits. Drop in 'and see their counter
loads of loose candy, and their ranks
of boxed candy, all strictly pure and
unadulterated.
Everything from
To summarize:
holly decorations to your after-diner cigsr.
a
FREE LUNCH ALL DAY AT THE

A Christmas Suggestion

14.00 to J6.50

...SIMON STERN...

KNIFEIs always

high-grad-

BILLY
IS CATERER AT THE
AND
BOWLING
CLUB
SALOON
ALLEY, 118 GOLD AVENUE.

fa.OO

Special Prices Are Being Made This Week on
Oar Entire Stock of Boy's Suits, Overcoats,
Hats and Furnishings.

No doubt many would appreciate a SHOT GUN

AT MONARCH GROCERY

nanvto meet the heavy demands that
are ;ure to be made upon tne'm ior
Chr:lmas eliuners. Nothing has been
from
nothing omitted,
forgiten,
first fourse to last course everything
therl. To the old residents or Aiuu
niieitue it Is not necessary to say
mud in regard to the Meinarch; their
repdd Is their best, advertisement.
We merely recall them to your
and assure you that the
desirable stock that
samrj
you Inve received from them In times

Best Quality
SLIPPERS,
Black or Tan,
$1.50 and $2.25.

Makes a Very

CH1ST- -

have been
nrenarations
Anile
mud. bv the Monarch Grocery com- -

HOSIERY,
SUIT,

KID GLOVES.

Handsome Silk
SUSPENDERS
In Gift Boxes,
$1.00 to $2.50.

JUST

PRE'ARAl IONS FOR

FANCY

A. H. S. A. M.

SILK MUFFLERS.

H. HAHN &CO.

THAT

Smoking Jackets ....
Hath Kobeg
IHinging Kobeg

SMOKINQ JACKETS,
BATH ROBES,

I

A

SiSlBlBlBlBlBlSlliSllilllMilllllllllllllllllllilllSllSMi
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COAL

1

Pure Linen
HANDKERCHIEFS,
All Initials,
30c, 6 for $1.50.

Most beautiful
NECKWEAR'
WW ever had.
50c to $2.00.

Lindemann,

Learnard

S

1

nice hose, handkerMen like to get neckties, silk gutpenders,
chiefs, mufflers, gloves, slipper, gmoking jackets thlnnt to wear.
Can't you find tomethlng In this list you think would make a
nice present for a gentleman?

Do It Today

Miss Laura M. Lutz,
South Second street, has for
sale a fine lino of millinery gtKHls, at
prices.
less than wholes-al-

ir ira new you can rmo it at 122 a. 2d at.

Useful Things

iiS We Carry theUrgert Stock
reciplwere
the
ingements
Df New PianOS Ever Shown
clever
nv
upon
uch teltcitauon

Christmas!

What joy the very word brings. 'Tig at Christmas time that we
turn from gelfiehneg and try to make other happy. And how
this bring happlneee unto ourgelvegl What ghall the prevents
be?

m m

pOSE PRESENT.

i

.

We can save you money

you.

"Anita. Tha Singing Girl." is the
production at the Elks' Christmas,
matinee nnd night, December 25, and
3 good one at that.
Not one of those
s
cheap, trashy
but a
jlay one that you can remember and
always be glad to sen again. For
Anita is a character tint endears herself to all who are fortunate enough
,to see her.
William Farr, who has recently returned from a viBit at Brawlcy, Cal.,
In the Imperial valley, declares the reports about tho situation there since
the flooding of the Salton Sea by the
Colorado river, are grossly exaggerated. Mr. Farr. who Is an experienced
cattle raiser, says that It will take
three years at least before the Imperial valley is in danger at all and
that in the meantime tho engineers
are building levees to keep tho river
out.
The Chrstmas number of the "College Weekly," a breezy little paper
published by tho Stenographers' Association of New Mexico In the Intercollege at
est of the Agricultural
Mesllla Park, is out, and The Evening
Citizen Is in receipt of a copy. The
i so ue contains
a number of interesting articles, prominent among which
is a poetical satire on the recent football game between tho Agricultural
college team and tho "varsity boys.
The Weekly also contains In separate form a well executed half-toupicture of the college team, which at
present holds the football championship of tho urrltory.

I

SUCCESS

Cliristinnia
onaltry,
We Have the Finest and Largest Supply of Anyone in
the

CityCall

and Inspect Before Buying.

Turkeys, Ducks,
Geese and Chickens

Fancy Roasting Pigs

I

II'

